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V.P. position turned down
ther discuss her as a candidate
for the vice president of institutional advancement.
McNabb, the vice president of
development for the Florida
Chamber
of
Commerce
BY AMY PoNDER
Foundation in Tallahassee,
MANAGING EDITOR
Fla .. told The Murray State
News
she declined the offer
"Truly the Murray position is ·
because
she needed to complete
pulling at my spirit, but the
cognitive woman rules,"· wrote programs in Florida first.
However, while McNabb
Jane D. McNabb, in a letter to
President Kern Alexander refrained from expressing any
declining an invitation to fur- concerns about foreseeable

Candidate rejects
offer; says task
too daunting

pr oblems with development
and marketing for the Regional
Special Events Center, she did
address the issue in the letter
to ,Alexander dated March 11.
"One primary concern voiced
during the interview, and later,
relates to the professional
staftlng and the need for an
adequate development budget,"
she wrote.
"At this stage in my career, I
don't want to start another
mlijor campaign without ade-

The race Is on
SGA Candidates are vying for

quate staff and resources."
Alexander said he was not
sure about McNabb's reasons
for declining the position.
"I think it may have been a
combination of personal preferences," he said. "She fe lt t hat
we were facing a monumental
task
here,"
development
Alexander said.
The new vice president will
head the department of alumni
affairs, development and marketing for RSEC.

BY

Scorr

NANNEY

After an undergraduate studies committee rejected the proposed plus/minus grading system by a 7 to 2 margin last month,
the academic policies committee ofthe faculty senate has voted not to pursue the
matter.
Committee chairman Squire Babcock
said the group's decision to drop the proposal was based mainly on a lack of inter-

est in the new grading system.
"Some of the general arguments were
that there was not enough faculty interest
and not enough student interest in the
change," he said. "I think that was the prevailing theme."
In an earlier survey conducted by the
council, a majority of the school's faculty
were in favor of changes in the current
grading system. But Babcock said that was
not enough to keep members of the committee interested in the proposal.

President
• Jay Graham, irregular

student from Fulton.
· • Derek Somerville, sophomore from Murray.
• Dave Washburn, gradu-

ate stUdent from Benton.

VIce President
• Meredith A. Major, junior
from~.

Committee votes against plus/minus
SlNiot STAff WRITER

position and had until noon
Tuesday to file. Not listed are
the canddates for senators-at·
large and college senators.

• Craig Olmstead. lq)ho-

more from l..Quie.vWe.

"Although we did have a faculty survey
which indicated more than half of the faculty was interested in the system, the
majority of my committee felt like that
that still wasn't a strong enough mandate
to pursue it any further," he said.
While the proposed system was rejected
without any discussion, students on the
academic council felt that the system
would lower grade point averages.

Secretary
• Heather J. Hawtdna,
juntor from OixQn.
• Shawn SmN. junior from
Jackson, Mo.

,.,.....,.,
• T*

e.rwood, junior
from Murray.

See GRADING/16

Polling
the vote
SGA looking for
student response
BY

C.D.

B RADLEY

STAFF W RITfl

The Student Government
Association
held
SGA
Constituency Day on Monday
in order to let students voice
their opinions on what SGA
has done and what it should be
doing.
"Our purpose in h'a ving
Constituency Day was to get a
feel for how informed students
are about SGA and wh~t we're
doing," Shannon Hall, bead of
public relations and publications for SGA and a junior from
Sparta, Ill., said. "Also, we
were trying to increase voter
participation in the upcoming
elections."
Hall, who helped organize
and plan Constituency Day,
See OPINION/16

Jonathan Ollver/Editor·ln·Chlef

Alpha Sigma Phi appeals for zoning approval
Brandon Embry, sophomore
from Hartford and brother of
Alpha Slpna Phi fraternity,
anxiously stares across the
room as he listens to arpme nts presented aplnst the
fraternity's request for a condi·
d onal use permit to occupy a
house at 131 1 Main Street dur·
in1 Monday's Board of Zonln1
AdJustme nts meedn1. (I eft)
Mike Youn1, faculty advisor to
Alpha Si1ma Phi, and John
Worle y, cha irperson of t he
Alpha Slpna Phi housing corporad on, listen lntendy to the
board's explanadon of the R4
zonina classiftcadon. (below)
Sce nes like these became
lncreasinaJy commonplace as
the meedna ran Into Its third
hour. The le vel of e motion
condnually Increased, reachlna
Its climax whe n the board
announced that It was, for the
se co nd t im e, de nyina the
request.
Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Board holds to
previous vote;
request denied
B Y C HRIS CAMPBELL
STAffWIITO

With hope held tightly in
each brother's hands, breathing stopped as the votes came
across.
In a meeting which lasted
over three hours, the Board of
Zoning A<ljustments denied the
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity a
conditional use permit to occuPY a house at 1321 Main Street
for the second, and possibly the
last, time.
"Right now, I feel it is a dead
issue," said Paul Radke, advis- ,
er for Alpha Sigma Phi. "I
thought we did our homework
and had what we needed to
convince the board that this
was right; I guess we were
wrong."
Radke was quoted early in
the meeting by Karen Welch as
saying, "I would not like to
raise a family across the street
from a fraternity."
The statement, Welch said,
was made during a private conversation between her and
Radke after the first request
was rejected. Radke admitted
to saying the statement.
Feelings were strong on both
sides of the issue, which often
centered around a "neighborhood versus a perceived
lifestyle" of what Greek life is
like, said Derek Somerville,
president of Inter-Fraternity
Council.
Gail O'Neill, a Murray resident, said she did not like the
idea of the fraternity moving in
near-by.
"I don't want them there,"
she said.
Other citizens in attendance
were just as open to express

., .,,.. With Paul Radke on the direction ot this
neighborhoOd, and I dl~ with the objections ot the nelg/111ol& Buill • dlfllcu/t to grant
lhl• ,.,uest with vftiUIIIIy comp/ete oppo.ltlon
If,., 'AIIpoUtlo. are local.'"

to

• SCott~ ~ bQald member, be.tore maldng a motion to
condltionat uae pennlt.

~,.~for a

"We have never •ked ftN something biiCk from
the community."
• Derek Some,.., IFC prelidant
SOurce: Board ol~ ~meeting
Jonathan Ollver/Ed•tor·in·Chief

Struggle increases Greek unity
BY KATIE THOMAS
STAFF WRITU

As emotions raced and tempers flared, the Greeks of the
University stood hand in hand in support of Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity at the Board of Zoning Adjustments meeting and
forum Monday night.
Alpha Sigma Phi's application for a conditional use permit of
the house located at 1321 Main St. was denied once again.
Comments from community members and the board's second
denial of the permit sent strong messages to the students of the
University.
In support of their Greek family, the majority of the fraternities had representatives present at the meeting. Many memhers vocally expressed their support for Alpha Sigma Phi to the
zoning board. Fraternity members spoke of the character qualities of the Alpha Sigma Phis and reasons why the board should
approve the permit.
"A house gives each brother a chance to take pride in what
they have," said Brantley Gilmer, senior. from New Madrid, Mo.,
and a representative from Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. "The
brotherhood and sisterhood within the Greek system instills
family values. It is harder to do that without a house."

See ZONING/16
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Students are eating Frito-Lay out
of house and home,
and the company
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'Business Ethics'
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

A conference on "Business Ethics" will be jointly sponsored by
the MSU College of Business and Public Affairs and the College
of Humanistic Studies on Aprilll.
Registration will be from 8:15 to 8:45 a.m. and conference sessions will run from 9 a.m. to noon and from 1:30 to 3 p.m.
The registration fee is $20 per person which covers lunch and
conference expenses.
Anyone interested in attending should call the College of
Business and Public Affairs at 762-6970 to register.
Registration should be made by April 5. Fees may be paid by
sending a check made out to: Dean's Office, College of Business
and Public Affairs, Murray State University, P.O. Box 9,
Murray.

Friday, March 29
•University Center Board - "Pocahontas," 6:30p.m. and "Ace
Venture: When Nature Calls," 8:20 p.m., Curris Center, Barkley
Room. No admission charge.

Saturday, March 30
•Pony pull - Sponsored by the Sportsman Pulling Association,
noon, West Kentucky Exposition Center.
•Music - Acid jazz, 7 p.m., Curris Center small ballroom, featuring
Ruben Farr Combo.

Sunday, March 31
•Recital - Kay Gardner-Bates, mezzo-soprano, 3:30 p.m., Farrell
Recital Halt in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Seniors schedule exit interviews
Students who borrowed from the National Direct Student
Loan, Perkins Student Loan, Federal Perkins Student Loan and
Nursing Student Loan programs and who are graduating, transferring or leaving Murray State and have not been contacted by
the Sludent Loan office should call the office to schedule an
appointment for an exit interview.
The purpose of the interview is to acquaint the borrower with
the repayment plan, and the oblig11tions a nd provisions provided
by the loan programs. To schedule an exit interview, call the
student loan office at 762-2669.

Monday, April 1
•Deadline - One-page abstract proposal due for "Addressing
Global Concerns" to Clarance Benes, 440 Wells Hall, Murray.
For more information call Isis Chaverri at 762-4152.
•Deadline - Financial aid priority filing deadline tor 1996-97 academic year, Sparks Hall basement.
•Deadline - Priority deadline to submit application for admission
in order to pre-schedule for summer or fall 1996.

Tuesday, April 2
•Meeting - Environmental Action Coalition, 6 p.m., Room 251
Blackburn Science.
•
•Lecture - MackS. Prichard, Tennessee naturalist, 7 p.m., Freed
Curd Auditorium, Collins Center for Industry and Technology. No
admission charge.
•Sa le • Performance bull sate, 7 p.m., West Kentucky Exposition
Center. No admission charge.
•Recital - Seth Beckman. guest artist recital, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.

Business advising sessions
The College of Business and Public Affairs will offer special
advising sessions for freshmen and sophomores who are studying area programs in accounting, accounting/computer information systems, computer information systems, business administration, finance, international business, management, marketing
and office systems.
MAP reports may be obtained at this time.
Advisers from ~ach department will be in Room 105 of the
Business Building from 4 to 8 p.m. on Wednesday and
Thursday.

Danny Voweii!Photo Editor

Leigh Ann Smeathers, junior from Owensboro gives a hand to a
little reveler at the Sigma Chi Derby Days.

New student computer lab open

Animal health day
To promote responsible pet owqership, a group of MSU agriculture students will host the U lh annual Animal Health Day
on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m . at Carman Pavilion on
College Farm Road.
All animals brought to Animal Health Day will receive a free
physical exam and nail trim.
While pets are being examined, owners may view raftle prizes
to be awarded at the end of the day.
Tickets will be available for $1 each, offering a chance to win a
wide variety of pet products, a gas grill and telephone with
answering machine.
Everyone who brings an animal to Animal Health Day will
also receive a free ticket to another event sponsored by the
ART/Pre-Vet Club.

A new computer lab is available for students to use Monday
through Thursday from 5 to 9 p.m. The lab has 20 new Pentium
computers with Microsoft Office capabilities. The lab is located
in the Learning Center first floor of the Lowry Center.

Board of governors nominations
Nominations for the board of governors of the MSU Alumni
Association are being accepted by the group's nominating committee through April 5. Nominees should be MSU alumni.
The committee will select and present a list of five nominees
for the position at the annual alumni and friends luncheon on
April 20 during Alumni Weekend.
Murray Stale alumni may submit nominations in writing to
the MSU Alumni Association , P.O. Box 9, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Wednesday, April 3
•Booth - Ask-A-Nurse booth, 11 :30 a.m., Curris Center.
•Spea ker - Charles E. Collins, independent candidate for U.S .
president, 2 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom. No admission charge.
•Meeting - College Republican meeting, 4:30p.m., Tennessee
Room, Curris Center.
•Deadline - Associate and baccalaureate degree applications for
December 1996 graduation due in Admissions and Registrar's
Office, Sparks Hall.
•Exhibitio n - Joey Gottbrath, bachelor of Fine Arts exhibition
(through April 14), Upper Eagle Gallery.

Thursday, April 4
•Recital -Timothy Hudson, trumpet, 6:30p.m. , Farrell Recital
Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Meeting - AA(KYCYPAA) meeting, 6:30 p.m., Ohio Room, Curris
Center. Future host of the Kentucky Conference for Young
People in Alcoholics Anonymous.
.Cinema International - ~Tatie Danielle," 7:30 p.m .. Curris Center
Theater. No admission charge.

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further information dial

March 29 - 6:30 p.m.

Pocahontas

Health Line

8:20p.m.

762•3809

Ace Ventura:
When Nature Calls

Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.

Barkley Room
Curris Center

~--
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YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE IN OUR
COMMUNITY NOW WHILE EARNING 3 HOURS OF COLLEGE CREDIT!

~POitrn~~j
The Murray State News Is distributed ·
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spnng semesters Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center. Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall, Wtlson Hall. Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts. Stewart Stadium. Phys1cal Plant.
Mason Hall, Waterf1eld Library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
lowry Center.

Ku.rtllu-11• tit.ven \1<-opl
In

"F.xl'cutivt' Ucd!lion"

YOU MAY VOLUNTEER AT A NUMBER OF LOCATIONS
IN MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY, INCLUDING:

__ ._j

Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762-2998 or Orville Herndon at
762-4491. A one year subscnption IS $10
payable in advance.

PRINTING

=

Th1s newspaper is printed on recycled
newspnnt at The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071 .
Photolithography work appeanng In
The Murray State News 1s produced by
lila McCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing Services.
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YAA 290 (CURRENT TRENDS AND ISSUES IN COMMUNITY SERVICE
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Rulotn \l'tllla•• A

~.~~•• IA fUI

"'
"Birdcage"
fR I

'7:05p.m. & • .:zo P·•·

*Special Olympics
' Senior Olympics
*... many others

REGISTER FOR YAA 290 THIS SEMESTER AND EARN 3 HOURS OF
COLLEGE CREDIT WHILE HELPING PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUN11Y.

Sh•ron ~honr

"Dia~tique"
cru

·YMcA
·senior Citizens Center
•southwest Elementary School

YAA 290
1:30 p .m . A 3:20 p.m..

•BARilAL"'i MATINJ-:E'S
S;o.tunlay 1: s ..rut.y
•:\I::;U JltlGHl':-i:
Tuud•~· & Wtdn..-.l•y
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Rent your movies at tho movies
1008 Chestnut 753-3314

Open 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Current Tren ds ancl Inues
in Communit y Service Programs

9:30 - 10 :4 5a.m . Tuesda y & Thw-sclay

A MINOR IN YOUTH AGENCY ADMINISTRATION MAY ALSO BE CONSIDERED.
F'OR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE COMTACT:
ROGER 'WEIS, 108 CARR 11EAL111 BUIWING. TELEPHONE 762·3808
SPECIAL AH SCHOLARSHIPS AND L OANS ARE AVAILABLE.
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Department of Education still
behind in federal aid processing
BY AMY PONDER
MANAGING EDITOR

tudents and financial
aid
coordinators
throughout the nation
are beginning lo feel the trickle-down effect of the U.S.
Department of Education's
mad dash to process 700,000800,000 more Free Application
for Federal Student Aid forms
by March 31.
In a letter sent to all U.S. colleges and universities, Richard
Riley,
secretary
of the
Department of Education,
wrote that the backlog of
unprocessed applications is the
result of 21 lost work days and
technical problems within the
newly-designed computer system.
"Most of the Department of
Education was shut down twice
as a result of government furloughs during the last three
months and once due to the
January blizzard," Riley wrote.
According
to
Johnny
McDougal, Murray State director of financial aid, MSU students are some of the more fortunate around the country.
"The positive side is that the
Murray State financial aid
application is our critical filing
date, so students who flle our
fonn by April 1 will not be
penalized," McDougal said.
For many institutions and
colleges which use the FAFSA
to determine the amount of
financial aid, Riley indicated

S

the note is not so positive.
"I take the processing delay
as a very serious problem
requiring my direct attention,"
Riley wrote in early March. "I
request your cooperation to
ensure that this processing
delay does not present a barrier
for any student planning to
attend a post-secondary education insitution this fall."
On Tuesday, McDougal was
notified by the Department of
Education that universities
could download about 48 per-

precipitated by a battle within
the department for control of
the aid-processing system." It
was also noted that some financial aid experts were blaming
"top Education Department
officials," who they say continued to work throughout the 21
days of shutdowns and storms.
"Rather than pointing fingers, fd be more concerned
about solving this problem and
getting down to business,"
McDougal said.
He said one major setbacks
for MSU students and prospective students is the "significant
number of problems with
errors in data that the federal
government has sent back to
students after processing their
forms."
"We have reason to believe
that the parents and students
have recorded their infonnation correctly," McDougal said.
When studentH receive lheir
forms with incorrect information, the forms have to be sent
cent of the processed informa- back to the federal processor.
McDougal spoke of one spetion available at this time last
year. McDougal said this is an cific instance involving a family
increase from the 30 percent of who filled out the application
applications that had . been and recorded they had four
members in their family.
completed earlier in the week.
He said after the federal form
"Throughout the country people are blaming each other for was processed, the information
this setback," McDougal said, the student received indicated
referring to The Chronicle of 41 family members.
Higher Education's March 15
The Department of Eduarticle titled "Sorting Out a cation has provided a number
Foul-up in Student Aid."
for students needing assistance
In the article allegations with the FAFSA. The number
were made that "the crisis was is (319)-337-5665.

March 23
1:27 a.m. A citation was issued to Danny P. Allen who was arrested for
driving under the influence and operating a vehicle on a suspended
license. He was lodged in Calloway District Jail. David L. Caldwell and
Dewayne Caldwell received citations for alcohol intoxication. Both were
lodged in Calloway District Jail.
3:46 p.m. Kerry Walker reported theft of several CO's and a purse from
her vehicle, which had been parked in the 14th Street parking lot.
6:38 p.m. Eric Scott reported theft of a TV, Sony Play Station, 10 CO
video games and 150 CO's from his room in Franklin Hall.
March 24
12:35 a.m. Justin Simmons was arrested for alcohol intoxication in the
Curris Center. He was held in the Calloway District Jail.
4:00 a.m. Kentucky State Police arrested Michael T. Singuefield for driving under the influence and speeding. He was held in Calloway District
Jail.
March 25
9:50 a.m. Kevin Ulmer reported theft of his license plate from his vehicle.
7:12 p.m. Fire alarm went off in the National Scouting Museum. The Fire
Department was dispatched.
March 26
12:32 a.m. A request from Hart Hall for an officer was made due to a
fight in the lobby.
7:13a.m. Resident in Clark Hall reported a bird in her room. She wanted assistance in getting the bird out. The bird was removed from the
room.
8:56a.m. Curris Center reported theft of portable radio from the office.
3:21 p.m. Blackburn Science Building reported theft of CPU from office
on the second floor.
8:11 p.m. A report of a hit and run accident in the Curris Center park- .
ing lot. No injuries were reported.
March 27
12:17 a.m. Citation issued to Alicia J. Boswell for disregarding a stop
sign.
9:32 p.m. Dee Dee L. McGraw cited for driving under the influence. She
was lodged in Calloway District Jail.
11 :03 p.m. Scott Buchanan reported theft of 40 CO's from his vehicle
parked near Franklin Hall. The window was partially open.
11 :06 p.m. Citation issued to Calvin D. Herron for reckless driving.
Racer Patrol Escorts- 9

Motor Asslsts-12
lnfonnation tor Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.
Numerous thefts are occurring across campua-moat of them are
from an unlocked room or vehicle. Public Safety encourages faculty, students and staff to lock thetr rooma, offk:ea, and cara when
leaving them unattended.

oxs~TJ
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VIEWPOINT
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IN OUR OPINION

Alpha Sigma Phi
commended
The Greek community pulled together in an awesome display of support for the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity in their quest for community acceptance.
Unfortunately, that support was not enough to
sway the opinion of area residents.
Alpha Sigma Phi should not see these events as an
end, but as a starting point.
Because of your determination, others will reevaluate why they should continue to help support a
community that obviously doesn't appreciate them.
'Without the presence of Murray State, the city of
Murray would not be half of what it is today, and the
community should realize that the 8,000 students on
this campus contribute daily both through economics and community service.
This is obviously the community's way of saying
Lhat the students of this organization are only welcome in Murray as so long as they are filling the
communities pockets and being seen, not heard.
Fraternities and sororities on this campus gener-ate funds to support the K-9 Foundation, Ronald
McDonald House, Juvenile Diabetes, the National
Arthritis Foundation, the Children's Miracle
Network and many other worthy charities.
They also work with local organizations like
Needline and the Work Activities Training Center
for the Handicapped.
If this is the way students are treated when they
try to accomplish a goal, then what is the incentive
to work harder for the benefit of the community.
Those citizens who expressed concerns are entitled
to feel the way they do, but to criticize a group of
individuals based on what they believe will happen
is irrational.
They seem to associate the concept of a fraternity
with images depicted in movies such as "Animal
House,'' and "PCU," which takes fraternity life to an
extreme.
Perhaps this incident will also inspire fraternities
and sororities to be more mindful of their actions
since it is apparent the . community will measure
future groups by the standards they set.
The decision ·of the board of zoning authority is a
slap in the face to all of the hard work Alpha Sigma
Phi has done since their chapter was founded on this
campus two years ago.
Would there be any objections if, as one resident
said, a group of noisy nuns wanted to purchase this
piece of property?
Perhaps the citizens of Main Street should realize
that Murray State University is her e to stay, a nd the
students are a part of the community too.
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Established sports overlooked Collins
• •
To the editor:
The recent events s urrounding the creation of the new
Murray State Crew Team troubles me as a student and a supporter of ~ports .
The value of creating a new
school team with school funding is questionable, when there
are already established teams
that receive little or no funding
from the University.
It is even more troubling due
to the fact that these' teams are
extremely competitive and constitute some of the top talent in
the country.
The Murray State equestrian
team is an excellent example of
one of these teams.
The equestrian team currently leads the regional area, composed of schools from Missouri,
Kentucky, Tennessee and
Illinois.
The team has won both
regional and national competitions in the past years.

The team will once again
travel to California to represent Murray State at the
Intercollegiate National Horse
Show, and has a great chance
to win a national title again.
It is a sad fact though that
the students who represent
Murray, and do an outstanding
job, pay for all their expenses.
These expenses include riding
attire, entry fees, hotel accommodations, and travel expenses
to name a few.
These costs add quickly add
up, but the team members arc
devoted and work hard to raise
money, scraping together every
cent so that they may show at
competitions.
With all the work that team
members do to raise funds they
sometimes fal1 short, but consistently win competitions.
Just at~k many collegiate riders who the dominant teams in
the country arc and the
chances Murray State is one of
t.hem is great.

That is the reason why it is
troubling to me to see funds
spent on a sport such as crew,
while a team that is already a
proven successful competitive
force suffers from lack of funding.
Perhaps with more support
we could attract top student
riders to make Murray State
and unstoppable national
champion.
I ask that administrators
rethink their support of a crew
team and re-evaluate the
sports teams that already
exists but receive very little or
no support.
The members of those teams
would be very thankful and the
University would benefit greatly from the enhancement of
those teams, while making
Murray State University a
name to know across the country.
Eric Ribl
Murray
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No apolo.g ies for calendar
To the editor:
As March ends and April
begins, there is no doubt those
of you who own one of the highly controversial 1995-96 Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity calendars v.ill see the picture for
which it was so named. I had
.many reservations about writing an article concerning my
picture on the calendar. One, I
did not want to give Alpha
Omicron Pi a "sensible" reason
to disassociate with me, and
another that I did not want to
bring Pi Kappa Alpha into any
more controversy.
I have only a little over a
month before I graduate and
move on from Murray State. I
have lived with the fact that I
was removed from my sorority
for nearly eight months
because I was not ::;orry for posing for the calendar.
I have lived with the fact that
what the campus has heard
about my dismissal has been
100 stories to my one. It is time
to tell my side.
When I entered Murray State
as a freshman in the fall of
1992, all I wanted was to join a
sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi. My
first look at a Pike calendar
was around that same time.
I saw the panhellenic rush
chairman for that year. who
was also an AOPi. and an AOPi
who would , in the future,
become president 11994-95) in
bikinis on the cahmdar. Two
highly respected AOPi's in
bathing suits on the Pike cal en-

daF? Must be OK
When I pledged AOPi in the
spring of 1993, I could tell from
day one that my views of a
sorority were different from the
other members. When contemplating whether to be with my
boyfriend or my sisters on a
given night, active members
would say things such as,
"When it come to choosing your
boyfriend or your sisters,
choose your sisters. Sisters are
sisters forever, boyfriends come
and go."
My boyfriend of more than
two years, John, was a Pike
and some of my very best
friends whom I couldn't imagine life without were Pikes.
Why wouldn't I say yes?
WhE'n the calendar came out
for the world to see, I had no
idea my picture, along with the
others. would reek so much
havoc. Four of us were called
into a meeting with various
AOPi alumni, including one
alum of whom I referred to
above, the night it came out.
One by one we were asked if we
were sorry for what we had
done and if we would do it all
over again if asked. Of course, I
would do it again; it was an
honor.
All I know is that I stood for
my beliefs and did not lie about
how I felt
I was asked various questions such as, "Who do you like
better, AOPi or Pikes?" All l
could think was that I wns
standing in front of a group of

girls who had done the same or
worse in their lives.
The Pikes had never questioned me about my beliefs or
any of my actions. I realized
that PiKA accepted me for who
I was, not who they wanted me
to be. I also realized if that was
the worst. thing I would ever do
in my life, I would have a pretty clean record.
Members of the sorority told
me that night that I made them
ashamed to wear their leiters
on campus. I apologize; that
was not my intention. My
intention was only to have fun .
I wonder what the previous
AOPi's in the calendar intentions were? The AOPi advisor
told me my morals were not of
AOPi standards. She also tried
to justify my dismissal by saying that you never see a girl
walking down campus in only
her raincoat, unzipped. I may
be wrong, but I have yet to see
a girl stroll down campus wearing only a bikini.
Needless to say, sisters aren't
forever, and boyfriends do last
longer. I am still with .John,
and there are still many Pikes
that I couldn't imagine life
without. So, to the question of
whether I liked AOPi or Pikes
more, you figure it out.
I still have PiKA letters
acl'oss my chest, in my life, and
in my heart. Thanks Pikes for
you continuing love and support.
Lara L. Everley
Murray

VISitS

campus
To the editor:
This is a response to Mr.
Williams' letter regarding Pat
Buchanan last week.
Although
many
will
undoubtedly
argue
the
extremist issue concerning his
harsh stances on abortion and
immigration, I have to agree
with you on the economics and
trade issues.
NAFI'A and GATT have got
to go!
Dole may have the nomination, but I seriously doubt ·
hard-core Buchanan supporters will follow him. There are
third party options available
however, and I personally am
looking forward to presidential
candidate Charles Collins'
visit to Murray State next
week.
I think that before anyone
from this area votes in May or
November, they should at
least go hear a candidate who
takes the trouble to come here
and speak.
Collins was the first in the
Republican party to qualify to
run this election, but if you
think that the Republican
establishment and the media
were unkind to Buchanan, at
least they gave him coverage,
however negative.
They couldn't find fault with
Collins, so they simply ignored
him. Even so, he has fastgrowing grass roots support
and unless Buchanan decides
to go independent like himse
(or even if he doesn't), Collins
will be a definite front runner.
Anyway, Buchanan is like
Perot: he's great at nointing
out problems but poor at coming up with real solutions.
Collins stands for the same
types of economic reforms as
Buchanan, but he draws the
line at cutting legal immiJ,rration. And although strongly
pro-life himself, he would solve
the abortion controversy not
by banning it on a federal
level, but by putting it back
under the individual states'
·urisdiction, where the lOth
amendment would have it be
decided.
Further, Collins has a plan
that would not only balance
the budget in one year (as
opposed to seven), but pay o
that $5 trillion national debt
within a couple of years, ,and
all while doing away with
income taxes in the process.
No wonder they ignored him,
huh?
A federal sales tax (capped
at five percent, and only two
percent for groceries and pharmaceuticals) would generate
all the revenue the government could ever need and
would be much fairer than
that flawed flat tax that
what's-his-name
wanted,
because everyone would pay
based upon what they buy--not
what they earn.
No more record keeping. no
more IRS! As for the economy,
neither that tax nor the
repealing of NAFTA and
GATT would hurt us because
our Gross Nntional Product
would rise to about $12 trillion
a year under this same plan.
Sound too good to be true?
Nope, it's just a simple matter
of abandoning some lingering
New Dea] policies that have
outlived their usefulnesl; and
returning to the good old
Constitution.
I won't steal any more o
Collins' fire, though. He will be
speaking in the Curris Center
Ballroom at 2 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 3, and this
one is free folks .
So if you, like myself, have
an interest ' in our nation's
future, I urge you to come out .
Gary Enos Thornell
Fairdealing
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Scot! Nanney/St~ff
Ray Bell Construction Co. of Bre ntwod, Tenn. has been In the process of erecting the Regional Special Events Center since last August. Barr lna a significant setback in the construction process, the new facility Is scheduled
to be com pleted on June 13, 1997.

to be asset to teaiD.s, region
Bv Scorr N ANNEY
SENIOR STAff

"There are certain groups
that we wouldn't be able to
accommodate," he said. "We
have some limitations in 'the
surrounding environment that
will determine the types of
groups we can accommodate."
For example, a group that
would 'have 1,000 or 1,200 people, we wouldn't be able to
accommodate them because we
only have in the neighborhood
of 250 to 300 hotel rooms in
Murray. A lot will be based on
the size of the group."
Ed West, director of facilities
management, said he thinks
the new arena will help with
the sCheduling of events.
"Murray State is short on a
large enough facility to hold
large seminars," he said. "That
problem will solve itself with
th e addition of the new building."
Even though the facility will
host a variety of new events,
the new arena's main tenants
will be the University's b~tsket
ball teams.
The new arena, which will
seat around 8,300 as opposed to
Racer Arena's capacity of 5,500,
will provide both programs
with modern locker rooms and
training facilities.
Murray State athletic director Mike Strickland said the
new arena will give both programs a new outlook.
"I think what it does is provide a fresh new face on your
programs," he said. "It will help
us in recruiting and scheduling.
"Part of our problem is that
other teams know that if they

WRnrR

With the first movement of
earth lnst August, the dreams
of a proposed project wore finally becommg n reality for the
Murray State community and
the region
After budgeting problems,
wh at will be the c:1mpus'
newest fucility, tho Reg~onal
S pecial Events Center. was
finally under construction.
The new facilJty, which is
scheduled to hou!:!o the Lady
Racer and Rnccr bnshtball
squads ns well au concerts,
trade shows and other large
gatherings. is C'xpecLcd to pro·
vide the area w1th omcthmg it
has never had before.
"There is not another facility
of its kind in the reg10n," said
John Fitzgibbon, vice prestdent
for university relations and
administrative servicl'a. "I
think the community is as anxious for it t.o be completed as we
a re It's definitely going to fill a
need."
O ne need the new arena wiJJ
fill is n larger place where a
wide variety of event£1 con be
held. Fitzgibbon said two
groups have nlready requested
use or the building.
"One group \VIlntcd to rent
the facility in the spring of
1997," he said. "That is going to
be ahead of our scheduled com·
pletion date so, we won't be
able to accommodate them."
While any group could
request use of the facility,
Fitzgibbon said some groups
could not be accommodated.

•
Barry Johnson/Gue:.t
This model of the Regional Spe cial Events Cen ter provides the Hurray State community with an idea of what its new facility will look
like when it is completed in the summe r of 1997.
come to play in Murray, they Arena will be a disadvantage to teams," he said. "Racer Arena
Strickland said the new facilcould lose. However, I do think the two programs, Fitzgibbon was new at one time also. ity has Racer fans excited about

a new and bigger building will
provide us a better opportunity
than we've had (to lure major
schools here)."
While some may think moving out of tradition-rich Racer

thinks the Racers winning tradition can continue in the new
facility.
"There's a lot of tradition in
Racer Arena and I hope that
tradition can move with the

Here is an overhead look of how the area in and
around the Regional Special Events Center will
look after its completion in the summer of 1997.

Progress on new facility right on schedule
Bv Scon N ANNEY

completion of the building,
there were times when the
beginning of the new arena was
After submitting the low bid less than certain.
of $17,862,000, Ray Bell
Last June, Murray State offiCo.,
of cials were forced to reopen the
Construction
Brentwood, Tenn., was hired as bidding of the project when an
the general contractors of the architectural error, found dur$20.65 million Regional Special ing the original bidding, threw
Events Center when the facili- the project $3.5 million over
ty was rebid last June.
budget.
Nine months later, what
Fitzgibbon said the project
started out as just a field of dirt was fought for in Frankfort for
has now began to take shape.
many years before the facility
"We've had kind of an odd was approved.
winter, but the building is
"We had to develop feasibility
going up pretty rapidly," said studies and do a strong sell job
John Fitzgibbon, vice president in Frankfort for many, many
for university relations and years," he said. "To get authoadministrative services.
rization for a facility of this
Ed West, director of facilities type, you have to have justifica·
management, said the new tion for it."
arena is scheduled to be comTo help with the financial
pleted by June 23, 1997.
progress of the facility, mem"There making good progress bers of the Murray community
as far as I know," he said. "It's have offered their support.
just about right on schedule."
"The local community has
While rapid progress is cur- been tremendously supportive
rently being made toward the of the effort," Fitzgibbon said.
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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moving to a new location.
"I think you start with our
fans," he said. "There is great
excitement in the fact that
we're finally getting a new
arena."

Support given by area

RSEC: Looking Ahead

---~

There are always going to be
changes down the road. I don't
think we will be abandoning
anything. I think we will be
building on new and better
things."

Graphic/Jonathan Oliver

II

"The $2 million that was raised
came from the local area and
all over western Kentucky."
In addition to community
donations, the Murray Tourism
Commission is currently discussing a donation with MSU
officials.
"There hasn't been any firm
decision," Fitzgibbon said.
"We're working with them in
indcntifying some needs that
we have and cooperating with
them for promotional things as
well .
"The whole point of the
tourism commission is to promote tourism in the area. Some
of the money received goes to
promoting different things," he
said.
Fitzgibbon said support for
the project will result in a oneof-a-kind facility for the area.
"There's not another facility
in the area like the Regional
Special Events Center will be,"
he said.
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Latest potato chip difficult to keep stocked
Students contribute to a market predicted to yield $400 million this year
Bv

JENNIFER PonER

ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

The hottest new lowfat potato chip to hit grocery stores is next to impossible to find in
Murray.
Kroger manager Edd Asbridge said the Baked
Lay's Lowfat Potato Crisps are as big as the
Snackwell's devil's food cookie.
"Everybody wants them, and no one can get
them,"f he said.
That's seems to be the attitude aU around the
country. According to USA Today, Frito-Lay is
running its four Baked Lay's factories around
the clock and is still not able to meet the
demand.
Launched in November 1995, sales skyrocketed in January as a result of a massive advertising campaign for the Baked Lay's featuring
supermodels Kathy Ireland, Naomi Campbell
and Vcndela.
Asbridge said he received 11 cases last
Saturday, and sold them out the same day.
"I could sell 100 cases if I could get them," he
snid.
Cliff Higginson, assistant manager of Piggly
Wiggly has run into much the same problem. He
said he has been unable to get any of the Baked
Lay's for the last three weeks.
''As soon as the distributors get some, they
said they will send them to us," Higginson said.

pholo illustr.11fon by Ar1dy Lee
The latest addition to Frito Lay•s light snacks has had students searching store aisles since
November. Grocers say they can not keep their shelves stocked with the Baked Lay's Potato crisps.
Leanne Shadrick, senior from Slaughters, said wanted to try them, but she has been unable to
she saw the advertisement for Baked Lay's and ftnd the chips anywhere.

AND THE WINNER IS.•.

Campus addresses Americans with Disabilities Act
-:rhe idea ia to raise the viaibility of
students with disabilities and the issues
ROLE OF
they face• on camPQa. Jarrow eaid. MSU
WITH ADMINISTRATION, FACUL~ is the sixth in a series oll!leven campwsea
in KentpcJcy that she has visited.
AND STVDENTS
At a stUdent reception, Jarrow: talked
about the challenges students with disBY C.D. BRADLEY
abilities faee in the college setting.
SrAfF Warmt
•J often get asked by faeulty, 'Why are
there people in college who can•t even
Seminars were held at Murray Sta.~ ~
Wednesday to address the Americans read on a seventh arade level?"' she said.
•1 tell them, 'We have been allowing
with Disabilities Act as it relates to the
students
who can\ -even read at a first
campus setting.
grade
level
into college for over a hunJane Jarrow, who led the seminars, is
dred
years.
They're
called blind people.•
the director of outreach and education for
She added that jtist because learning
the Association on Higher Education and
disabilities aren't visible doesn't mean
Disability, located in Columbus, Ohio.
The Council on H,igber Education and that peOple witll tboee t:Heabmtot.e .....
the Workforce Development Cabinet, any less legitimate claim to those educaworking with Gov. Paul Patton's office, tional opportunities.
Students at the reception expressed
jointly sponsored the seminars.

MSU TO DISCUSS THE
THE ADA ON CAMPUS

EXPERT VISITS

"I looked for them in The Marketplace in
Madisonville," Shadrick said. "I also strolled
down the potato chip aisle in Kroger just to see if
they were there, and they were not."
Gail Baust, graduate student from Murray,
faced the same dilemma. She resnrted to trying
the Golden Flake baked potato chips. Baust said
they do not have much of a taste.
"I can't find the Baked Lay's-in fact, I've
never found them ,'' Baust said.
''There is just a big empty space for them in the
Kroger potato chip aisle."
According to a USA Today report, the dramatic increase of new lowfat and fat free products on
the market was prompted by the healthier eating habits of many Americans.
Consumers have avoided earlier released
baked chips due to lack of taste, according to
USA Today. The Baked Lay's win hands down
due to Dennis Heard who spend three years perfecting the crisps' flavor and texture.
The newest Lay's product are called crisps, not
chips, because they are not actually made from
potatoes. 'I'he snack is cut from a pie-crust-like
dough of dehydrated potato flakes and baked.
Frito-Lay is anticipating revenues up to $400
million in the (it·st year of the new snack, if the
company can meet the demand. The ouLstanding
sales surprised some at Frito-Lny who were
expecting a flop. With consumers, Baked Lay's
are a hit.

ftu.stration in tryjng to go thro\lgh college
with the stigma of having a learping disability.
Marie Lyona, sophomore from Atlanta.
said life as a non-traditional student is
hard enough.
However, "having a learning disability,
some days I feel like a walking red flag...
Jarrow said the seminars have focused
on how the ADA relates to the campus
setting.
Velvet WilBOn, director of Student
Support Services. was pleased with the

program.
"'1 think there was some valuable informatioJl.t and I wish more faculty and staff

micht ....... ,...._.,-at the .....~
ings," she said.
"I think: (disability awareness) ... js
somet}p.ng that is needed on our campus."

Congratulations on
a great job in
Miss MSU
•President, Interfraternity Council
•Vice President. social fraternity
•Member, Student Ufe Advisory Board '
•Planned and organized the
"Cheerleader Support Fund" car
wash which raised $13~000 for MSU
Cheerleaders and scholarship fund
•Planned and organized uGreektopia~~,
a celebration for ALL students in the
Quad
•Works with city leaders, stressing the
importance of MSU students in the
community

jennifer Wiles
First-runner up

Kim Sutton
Fourth-runner up

Christy Beane
Michelle Brooks
Heather Hawkins
Lisa Mantle
Maggie Sanders

We are so proud of you!
Love in Ar~,
your sisters

·~student

Government Association must function as a team, both internally
and with the students they represent, striving to enrich, enhance, and improve
upon the entire student body's experience at Msu:·

Together, we can accomplish anything.

FOR
SOA
PRE·S IDENT
PAID FOR BY CANDIDATE.
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Course listings on the Web Chestnut Street
to get new look
Schedules planned
NEWS
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to be on-line by fall
BY MELOOI BROWN
STAff WRITER

tudent complaints about outdated class lists may come to a halt
next semester. Students will no
longer have to stare blankly at
computer printouts which may or may not
be accurate.
The 1996 fall semester course schedule
is expected to be accessible through the
World Wide Web. Next semester, students will be a ble to view class listings by
any computer that has access to the Web.
"At the present time, course scheduling
on the Wcb is in test format," said Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions and registrar.
"If students have access to the Web, they
will be able to go in and look at Murray
State's class listings."
Presently, class lis ts are available on
compute r through the MUSIC system,

S

which is the computer system used
throughout campus on campus terminals.
Students with a MUSIC account can
sign on to music and look at the class lists.
With the class lists on the Web also, students from outside the campus MUSIC
system can obtain the course schedule.
"Course scheduling has been available
on the music system, but that is basically
for internal use," he said.
"Internally, or on campus, that system
helps the department and those who have
access to it. More students have access to
the Web externally from their personal
computers. This should help those students who do not have the MUSIC system
available on their personal computers."
Cindy McLaren, system programmer in
the Information Systems office, said one
problem in the past has been student
access.
Not all personal computers on campus
have access to the MUSIC system.
"Any computer with the MSU screen
wilJ be able to obtain the class lists
through MUSIC," she said.
"Terminals are available for students to

use for this in either the Curris Center or
the business lab. The MSU home page is
accessible in the Faculty Hall computer
labs, which are on the network. Students
can access the schedule from the Web
from the home page."
McLaren said a more up to date course
list and an easier search for a certain class
as benefits of the Web service.
"It provides the student with a more
accurate list of class openings, which will
be updated each morning," she said. "Also,
if students just want to search for a certain class, they do not have to look
through the entire list; they can go right
to the exact class to check for openings."
The University has acquired its own
academic Web site, where students and
faculty can create their own Web pages.
"With the Web site, any MUSIC user
can publish their information world
wide," McLaren said. "Resumes can be on
the Web for people all over the world to
see."
Bryan said MSU is currently testing the
class lists on the Web to check student
interest. The course schedule should be
ready for Web access next semester.

Seminar teaches Internet use
BY jENNIFER POTTER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

urfing 'the net is not always as simple as it seems. The
latest technology seems to carry with it a fear factor
that may deter some untrained users.
"Students get spooked when you start talking Internet,"
said Jerry Beckley, senior from Charleston, S.C. Beckley is a student worker with information systems.
For anyone who might be intimidated by the latest technology,
Administrative Services offered Internet workshops this semester under Beckley's instruction.
The seminars were designed as multimedia projects to demonstrate the numerous services available on campus at no charge.
The services include E-mail, text-only World Wide Web sites and
getting graphics ofT the web.
"We're giving the students the opportunity to see what they
can do with MUSIC," Beckley said.
The seminars give basic lessons with a multimedia approach.
Beckley said he wnlks the students through the process of logging on to the rnoinframe and shows them each of the different
screens that they will view.
"We just don't have enough equipment to do a hands-on workshop." Beckley said.

S

Beckley said that if students want hands-on experience with
the system, they can come into the computer lab any time after
the seminars for extra help.
"(When students come in the lab) they are more comfortable,"
Beckley said. "They have seen this before and know what to do."
Kelly Jackson, junior from Shepherdsville, attended one of the
workshops this semester to stay in touch with technology.
"It was definitely beneficial," she said.
Jackson said she was already familiar with the Internet, but
that she learned how to find things on the Internet and more
about E-mail.
Linda Miller, systems analyst, said interest in the seminars
grew steadily as the semester progressed, and she hopes to continue with the program in the fall.
She expects even more participation next semester due to a
publicity campaign. They posted signs in the residence halls,
sent out flyers and posted messages to each E-mail account.
The seminars have not only benefited students, but also faculty. It has removed the stress of teaching electronic technology to
students.
"If the faculty wanted students to use electronic technology,
the burden of teaching it used to be on the faculty," Miller said.
"We've told the faculty that if they have a class of20 students we
will do a custom session."

CONyfeliCffAJ:A'r.90NS to
gwen Hughes, Alison Hill,
<k Valerie Kotys
on a great job in

Miss MSIA! We love 1,1ou!
Love,
your sislers in AOn
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ty besides 12th Street," he said.
Elias said the road will
remain two-lane but will have
Driving down Chestnut a turning lane in the middle.
Street to grab a pizza or go to
The intersection at Chestnut
the lake has been more difficult and Fourth streets will have
recently, but Murray city offi- left and right turning lanes.
cials say the end result of the The changes should result in
construction should be worth it. smoother traffic flow, he said.
Don Elias, city administraElias said the time needed to
tor, said the project, which is complete much of the work
confined between Fourth and depends on the weather, which
12th streets, includes widening may slow the project.
the road, installing storm
"The crews need good weathdrains and curb gutters, adding er for some of this," Elias said.
turning lanes
"This time of
and creating
year that's
sidewalks.
hard to get."
" (The inconvenience )
Elias
said
Lanette
won't be to the
construction
Kingins, day
degree it is now with
on the road
manager of
began
in
as much diversion off Mr. Gatti's
October 1995,
Pizza, said
the main road.
and should be
'
the construefinished
by
'
tion has hurt
August of this
business, but
year. He said
Don Elias not to a great
detours and
extent.
other
major
"In
the
changes will decrease as the beginning it affected us greatproject nears completion.
ly," Kingins said.
"(The inconvenience) won't be
"Before Christmas, when
to the degree it is now with as they had the whole road
much diversion ofT the main blocked off, was pretty damagroad," Elias said.
ing.
He said the large mounds of
"Once they got started workdirt in the road recently were ing again in mid-January,
part of the project to install though, and once they had
storm drains, which require closed off only the section they
deep cuts in the ground.
were working on instead of the
While the detours should be entire road, it was much better.
gone soon, the road may be It really hasn't been that bad
reduced to one lane temporari- overall."
ly.
"I don't know what it is going
Because Chestnut is a state to be like now," she said comroad, the work is being done as menting that the business has
a state highway project. Elias had a great deal of help from
said the high level of traffic on neighbors
including TJ's
the road has necessitated the Barbecue who moved their
changes.
parking barriers to accommoThe area between Fourth and date Mr. Gatti's customers.
12th streets, according to Elias,
"Pepsi made us and TJ's a
is loaded with industry and sign for our back entrance," she
cars.
said . "It's a little difficult fqr
"This is the second highest everyone now, but I think it
traveled street in the communi- will be better in the long run."
R EBECCA
STAFF WRITER
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April 9 and 10
Curris Center Theater

Vote II 3

Vote 111

Vote • 2

Dave Washburn

Meredith Major

Heather Hawkins

President
• Senior Man of the Year
• UCB Publicity Officer
two years
• Summer Orientation Counselor
two years
• Ads Club President
• Student Ambassador
• Summa Cum Laude Grad.

Vice
Secretary
President
• Senator Business and Public
Affairs
• Panhellenic President Elect
• Summer Orientation Counselor
• Student Ambassador
• Residential College Publicity
Committee

• Senator at Large
• Student Leadership
Development Board
• Summer Orientation Counselor
• Social Sorority Secretary
• General Education Review
Committee
• Student Ambassador
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Recent thefts stealing campus' attention
Johnson Theater, Industry and Technology building

ta~rgets

for the taking

steps of filing reports
To this date, no inforwith campus police,
mation on the whereLIN K TO SO LVING CAMPUS THEFT abouts are known.
If they (students and faculty) fail to
Balthrop a pplied his
own personal touch.
The other items were
PRO BLEMS
hold a sense
responsibility over
The
department
three memory chips for a
offered
a
$100
reward
Pentium
133
CAD
syswhat they have, then there is nothing
Bv CHRIS CAMPBELL
for any information on
tem stolen from lab in
STAFF WRITER
we can do to help them.
the building.
the theft. Nothing to this
' '
On a university campus that seems
date has been reported.
The chips were three
to be stricken by theft in dorms. now out of a set of four, and
"VVe go through the
campus buildings themselves are that has at least one perusual steps," Balthrop
joe Green said.
becoming targets of theft as well.
son in the department
Over the last two months, several wondering.
"We make a record
buildings on campus have fallen to the
(with campus police)
"I think they were
whims of thieves, as items are being stolen for someone's perthat something has been
ing has had sticky-fingered friends
stolen and no information is ever sonal syAtem, because they took what visiting, for a few months ago, other stolen and in most cases, like usual.
learned of the items' whereabouts.
we don't ever hear anything back.
they needed instead of the whole set," memory chips were stolen from lab.
The most recent, being in the past Jesse Hodge, computer systems coor"I don't think it is anyone's fault,
Theft has stretched across the entire
two weeks, seems to be taking the dinator said.
because
when something is stolen, you
campus; a month ago it reached
most damaging effect.
Hodge said be knew of the chips Johnson Theater in the Fine Arts usuaUy don't see it again."
A lap-top computer and th ree com- being t here on Thursday night, and Building.
Only a few incidents have been happuter chips from the Industry and then Friday morning they were gone.
Two chairs recently purchased by penning in residence halls unlike the
Technology Building, and two chairs
Hodge suspects it was someone who the department were stolen, and val- campus buildings, and the dorms are
from JohnRon Theater, are the latest uses the lab frequently, although ued at $1400 a piece.
having a different type of privacy
casualties.
there are usually one or two workers
"This is just one of many things that invasion problem.
The Industry and Technology there looking over the lab, which is have been stolen in the two and a half
According to David Blackburn, assoBuilding, which has been hit the most open until 9:00 p.m. each night.
years that I have been here," said ciate director of housing operations,
in the last week, had the most expen"I think it was someone who knew David Balthrop, director of theater.
some trouble was created between a
sive items taken, and one was from a the lab fairly well," Hodge said. "They
"Some things are smaU (in value), contr actor which the University
MSU professor.
knew the computers have locks and but some as big as air compressors employs a nd Hester HaU residents.
Danny Claiborne was stripped of a knew this one was new and didn't and the chairs have been taken."
"The contractor was good about
lap-top computer which was valued at have one yet."
In trying to get the chairs back, resolving the problems," Blackburn
This wasn't the first time the build- instead of going through just the usual said. "But those problems should
$4000.
L OCKED DOO RS THE MISSING
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Terrapin Station
920 S. 12th St. Bel-Air Center 753-8 926
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New and Used: Cassettes - CO's
Special Orders -Trade ins Welcome

:

1 .

$2 off any new or used CD or cassette

CONGRATULATIONS
KATHLEEN ROBINSON
on being appointed
Treasurer of Panhellenic

Singles and maxi's not included
( expit·cs 4-12-96)

CONGRATULATIONS!

•••••••••••••
]~00 @®oo~~

.,

Thanks, Sigma Chi and Sigma Chi Coaches
for a great Derby Days.

never have happened in the fll'st
place."
So where does this rise in theft originate, whether in the donns or in
buildings across campus?
Joe Green, associate director of public safety, says the problem lies with
people leaving their doors unlocked.
"It is simply a problem of people
locking their doors," Green said.
"If they fail to hold a sense of responsibility over what they have, there is
nothing we can do to help them."
Balthrop believes a possibility lies in
the safety of buildings after class
hours.
"I think that the buildings which
have things going on inside them after
5 p.m . are the ones I hear about the
most," Balthrop said.
''After the 5 p.m. lock-down,
whether it be co-curricular activities
or rehearsals or sports or whatever, I
think it is most prevalent there."
Green said campus police cannot be
a watch-guard for the entire campus
all the time.
·
"We have a sense of responsibility
over the entire campus, but we cannot
babysit each and every area," Green
said.
"People are going to have to help us
if we are to help them."

~ Cf)Cf)(/y=-o/J71 ~

I
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IT WAS A BLAST!

Love, the sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma

30 Paris Road
Mayfield, KY

(502) 251-0723

STUDENT
AMBASSADORS
ARE LOOKING FOR
MSU'S FINEST!

Do you qualify?

Do you have proven leadership abilities?
Do you have good interpersonal communication skills?
Are you proud to be a Racer?
If so. apply today to be a STUDENT AMBASSADOR! Student Ambassadors
represent MSU in various ways. They host Fall Senior Days and Jumor Jam. help wuh
high schooVtransfer recruiunem and represent MSU at receptions and college fairs.

12th and Chestnut
306 N.l2th St.
for delivery call759-4646

Requirements:

SPECJ..\LH SPECI.\l I L\llGI: I'OR ~IEDIDI I
F..UIILY FE.b T
L\RGE llE\1.
Ir.----------:r.----------:r.----------:r.----------~
I
I
1
Large
Specialty
2 ~1edium
Large
Specialty
Pizza
Buy Any Large
Pizza & ALarge
and 1order of
Specialty Pizzas
Pizza for the
Single-Topping Pizza
Cheesesticks
(or up to 3-toppings)

$}399

Price of a
Medium Pizza

EqlliiiUilllbrr of~~~

• lhll< "' . l'.,l)out • ll<ll\~1)
~

eta;.

:UUt.

"',_,......,,

$}~

$}299
..,. . .......

• lllnr·ln • (OII)Uil • Oclr.t ry
~

P-lail
:Uut.

• Completed 15 credit hours
• 2.75 cumulative GPA
Applicauons and details are now available in the School Relations Office (Sparks Hall) and
arc due by April 5 at 4 p.m. For more information please contact Mallory McClure or
Randy Couch at 762-2896.

Be a leader
in Student Ambassadors!
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Twins find togetherness not problem at school
A

For some people, living in a
small dorm with another
person can be a nightmare, but for Christy
and Amy Pawley it is
justa.partoffamily hfe.
The fraternal

Hardinsburg are in their sophomore year at
Murray State.
They decided to attend MSU together and said
they never thought about attending different
schools.
"We didn't really think about it," Christy said.

"It was just understood."
Both said rooming together has not been a
problem because they are sensitive to each other.
"We've always had a room together," Christy
said. "We know how we are and we're used to
each other."

World
apart

Twins attend
separate colleges
B Y SLONE HUTCHISON
ASSISTANT COlUG£ LIF£ EDITOR

They share everytlling. The womb, birthdays, friends. They are often mirror images
of each other, but what happens when twins
choos~ to go t6 different colleges?
They have been together their entire
lives, but when it is time to make the diffi·
cult decision about where to attend eon~
individual interests must be taken into
account. In some cases those interests are
the driving force that pull them apart.
Jessica Leininger. freshman from
Morganfield, said her twin sister Jennifer
chose to go to Eastern Kentucky University
because of law enforcement program while
Jessica chose Murray State because she
liked the size of the campus.
Leininger said she misses her twin .sister,
but is glad they go tO separate schools
because it gives t hem a chance to be indi·
vi duals.
"We have been lmown as 'the twins' our
whole lives," Leininger said. ~ow we are
Jessica and Jennifer, two different people.tt
Leininger said she and her sister talk to
each other at least once a week and often
compare their classes and their grades.
Leininger als'o said the separation has
been positive because it lets she and her si~J
ter appreciate each other more.
"We always fought a lot just because we
were always together, but now we don't do
that anymore," Leininger said.
Leininger said her parents would have
liked for she and her sister to attend the
same school for convenience, but were .supportive of their individual decisions.
"We share a car," Leininger said. "She bad
it the first semester and I've got it now.
That's inconvenient, but I go and visit lier
so it isn't too bad."
Amy Kiefer, sophomore from Perryville,
Mo., said she and her twin brother Matt,
also appreciate each other more now than
they did before they were separated, but
said there are advantages and disadvantages of being apart.
"Matt is at SEMO so we don't see each
other as much," Kiefer said. "When we talk
on the phone now he opens up to me a whole lot
more. Matt is a quiet person so that's really
nice."
Kiefer said she and her brother are very different in the ways they choose to spend their
time.
Matt is more into the social thing," Kiefer
said...He likes to go out and party and I like to
spend my time a little more conservatively.

Twi~s

-~
Actually, Matt and I are as ~ifferent as night runderstood whatever problem 1 was having,"
and day:."
Kiefer said. "We talk about classes and grades
Keifer said she and her brother were very and campuses now, but it isn't the same.•
.Kiefer said people are often shocked when
close when they were younger because they
they find out that she and her brother do n ot
shared the same friends.
She also said they shared a very strong sup- a ttend t he same college.
"1 guess people just automatically expect
port system throughout their high school years.
"When we were in high school we always twins to be together," Kiefer said •r never even
talked about our problems and he always considered going to the same college as Matt.•

Amy said they have learned to . rely on each
other.
"She's just like another friend," Amy said.
"She's a best friends. She's the one rm always
around."
Both Christy and Amy said their relationship has improved since coming to college
because they have gotten to know each other
better and have been away from their parents.
"We're not around each other as much,"
Amy said.
.
The two do not share any claf}scs, but
Amy said they both have IDC and sometimes
study together.
They said they only fight when they have
spent an entire weekend together at school.
"We always take to each other," Amy
said. "We never really build anything up, so we
don't fight."
Christy said that although they may be
twins, their tastes vastly differ, right down to
their choice in majors.
"I'm a history major and Amy's undecided," she said.
Christy said she and her sister have
always been known as "the twins" and coming
to college has helped them to become more
individual.
"People don't really see us as individu·
als," Christy said. "Once they get to know us
they see us as two different people."
Sharon and Sheryl Bean, freshmen from
Greenville, are identical twins who also share
a room in Springer Hall.
They say they have always been close,
and deciding to attend the University together
has strengthened their relationship.
"We're on our own," Sharon said. ''We
share what goes on in out lives. We depend on
each other."
'
Sharon said both have had identity
crises, but she is the one who felt it worse.
"You get to a point when you wanL lo be
seen as your own person when others don't,"
Sharon said.
Sheryl agreed that being a twin has
caused her some minor identity problems, but
said her sister is her security blanket.
"We've never really been viewed £IS two
people," Sheryl said. "At times its aggravnting
because you're struggling to find your own
self."
Sharon and Sheryl have identical class
schedules this year, but Sharon said they are
going to try to have separate schedules next
year.
"If you're together all the time, you're
already with your best friend," Sharon said.
"It's hard to meet new people."
They do have arguments, but usually try
to mend hurt feeling within ten minutes.
"Each argument brings us closer/
Sharon said.
Paula Hulick, director of housing, said
she believes it is better for t\'.,ins to live
apart, but recognizes that it may not be
financially possible.
"It depends on the individual,"
Kiefer
Hulick said.
said she
Sheryl said it is possible
is glad that
for twins to live together.
she and her
"Find your own
brother go to
piece of mind early and
separ ate colleges
become more indeand it has made her
pendent,"
she
realize that there is still a
said. "It's OK to
strong bond between her
want to be
and her brother.
"I guess it comes down to one
thing," Kiefer said. "I miss him and
he misses me, but neither one of us is
going to say that."

share unspoken communication experiences

BY KATIE THOMAS
STAfF WRIT£R

They walk alike, look alike,
talk alike, but can they feel
alike?
Twins have historically been
know to share many qualities.
Personalities and appearances
tend to be the same, and sometimes even experiences and
feelings are the same.
Twins. a book by Peter
Watson, explains many facts
and uncanny coincidences
twins have tihared.
According to Watson's book,

twin is derived from the
ancient word ''twina," meaning
two together. Ancient Germans
believed twins were connected
not only by physical appearance, but also by the soul.
For example, Watson documented the coincidence of a
pair of twins separated at birth.
After 50 years, the twins were
reunited and shared life stories
with one another. Odd similarities that had existed in each
twin's life were:
• Each twin had married at
age 21.
• Each twin met her husband

at her place
of employment, a government
office.
• Each
twin
had
three children in the
s

a

m

" We do have the tendency to say the
same things at the
same time.

"

Angie Gibbs

e

order-the
first
two
were boys and the third was a
girl.
• Each twin drove the same
make and color car.
• Each twin had a miscar-

riage
before
they had their
first child.
Is this just coincidence
or
uncanny knowledge? Watson
believes it is
simply coincidence; however,
twins across the
world might dis-

agree.
Angie Gibbs, junior from
Hopkinsville, recalls one experience with her twin, Chrissy.
"I was in a wreck last fall

where I seriously injured my
knee," Angie said. "Chrissy was
in Elkton, a few counties away.
She told me that at the same
time I hurt my knee, she start·
ed to feel severe pain in her
knee, too. It was really weird."
"It was strange," Chrissy
said. "It is usually my right
knee that bothers me and that
night it was my left one. It hurt
pretty bad. The next morning I
found out Angie broke her left
knee cap in the wreck."
Angie also said they tend to
talk alike.
"We do have the tendency to

say the same things at lhe
same time," Angie said. "It is
like in surround sound stereo."
"We might be sitting together
and all of a sudden break out
singing the same song,"
Chrissy said.
Even though the girls share
common experiences and
appearances, they differ in
their opinion about their personality.
"We are really totaJiy different people," Angie said.
"I disagree, n Chrissy said. "I
think our per~onalities are
pretty much the same!'

ItO
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Fall Orientation gets revamped Student singled out
Bv

KATIE THOMAS

STAfF WRIT£R

Fall Orientation 1996 is
expected to be bigger and better than ever; however, there
will be some minor changes.
Kathy Hillyard, assistant
director of school relations, said
most of the changes are due to
the new scheduling system.
"The Racer Touch system will
do away with the long formal
registration lines the freshmen
stand in during Summer and
Fall Orientation," Hillyard
said. "From now on, the payments will all come through the
mail and registration will be
taken care of through Racer
Touch, therefore, orientation
will no longer be centralized in
the Curris Center."
New students will move from
building to building on campus
to receive required items for
school. For instance new stu3

dents will pick up parking
passes in the Public Safety
office and Racer Cards in the
Curris Center.
This new orientation process
will allow incoming students to
become more familiar with the
campus before classes begin.
Student Fall Orientation
leaders will help direct new
students throughout the orientation process. They will walk
new students through their
class schedules, meet daily
with their orientation groups
and even assist in Freshman
099 classes.
Fall Orientation leaders, who
have been selcted for this fall,
will be eligible for a $50 book
scholarship and three hours of
claRs credit.
Throughout the year, the Fall
Orientation leaders will meet
periodically with their orientation groups.
"The Fall Orientation leaders

will hopefully catch problems
with the freshmen before they
happen," Hillyard said. "'We
don't want a freshman to drop
out of school because no one
saw the problems they were
having. That is what the Fall
Orientation leaders will do all
year-check up and make sure
everything is okay."
Classes are scheduled to
begin on Tuesday, Aug. 27, so
orientation will only be three
days long this year.
Freshmen will move in on
Aug. 24. Fall Orientation leaders, faculty and staff will all be
on hand to help with the
process. That night there will
be the Racer Blue/Gold football
game. On Sunday sessions are
planned with the new students,
their Fall Orientation leaders
and their fall 099 professors.
Hillyard is also working with
the city of Murray to organize a
community bus tour for new

students. The purpose of the
tour would be to orient freshman with key places in town
and the variety of things the
community has to offer.
"The whole point of Fall
Orientation is so new freshman
will not be 'scared to death'
when classes begin," Hillyard
said. "Our purpose as faculty
and student leaders is to make
them feel as comfortable as
possible with the University."
Fall Orientation leaders will
be encouraged to meet monthly
throughout the fall semester
with their freshman groups for
activities. Activities each
month will range from programs dealing with leadership
to trips to the theater for a play
or concert.
"We want the transition from
home to college to go smoothly
for the freshmen," Hillyard
said. "That is what Fall 0 is all
about."

Fraternity holds week of projects
BY SARAH W IGHT
STAff WRITER

Students will probably notice the members of Omega Psi Phi fraternity sitting in
front of Winslow cafeteria playing spades
and dominoes with Murray State students
today as Omega Week draws to a close.
Omega Week is an annual event the fraternity has been planning for over two
weeks. The focus of the week is mostly service, but the· members feel it is equally
bcnefical to the fraternity itself because of
the exposure it gives them.
"It helps us to intermingle with the students," said Terrell Anthony, vice president of Omega Psi Phi. "'It shows them that

fraternities are .not just organizations that
party and drink. It gives us a chance to
give back to the community and show that
fraternities are a positive part of every college."
Kalvin Smith, president of the fraternity, said he hopes the week's events will
lead to more than just exposure for the fraternity.
"It will give us more attention, respect,
and notoriety on campus and in the community," Smith said. "It allows the community to see what we're doing. We hope
to eventually expand our activities into the
Paducah area and let that community get
to know a little bit more about us."
On Wednesday, the fraternity held an

"Enhancing Greek Life" forum at the
Curris Center. The forum was to bring
more awareness to non-Greeks about the
different Greek organizations here on campus.
The main service organizations reward·
ed by the efforts of Omega Psi Phi were
the United Negro College Fund and
Needline. The fraternity has been collecting donations at the Curris Center all week
for the United Negro College Fund.
On Thursday the fraternity held an
exposition basketball game with the fire
department. Spectators were asked to
bring a canned good to donate to Needline
here in Murray.
The group will end their activities today.

during spring break
Bv MANDY W oLF
CollEct Llff Eoo01
Jason Shreve was singled out over spring break.
Shreve, junior from Hopkinsville, traveled to Panama City
Beach, Fla., for the week-long break.
While standing in an admission line into "Spinnaker's," a
PQPular club on the beach, Shreve said he was approached by a
woman.
"'She asked me if I wanted to be on •siiq~led Out,• Shreve
said. "And I said •sure,"'
The popular Muaic Television CMTV) game show was being
filmed in Panama City Beach while college
students flooded into the city on break.
The show featuring Shreve aired last weekend.
"It was pretty neat to see myself on TV,"
Shreve said.
"'Singled Out,. begins with 50 contestants
seeking a date. In round one, a man or
woman chooses a category relating to the
type of person they are seeking. Then,
SHREVE
depending on contestants' descriptions of
themselves, they are either eliminated or continue to the second round.
In round two, the remaining contestant& perfonn silly stunts
to win their way into the final round.
Finally, only three remain and answer questions from the
Atan or woman. The contestant with the most answers that
match the player wins a date with him or her.
Shreve made it through the first round of the game. The girl
playing chose the :muscle categories "Beach Bum or Muscle
Man." She eliminated "Beach Bum," the category Shreve had
chosen for himself.
Despite his quick exit, Shreve said he did have the opportunity to meet the show's hosts, Jenny McCarthy and Chris
Hardwick.
"Before the show, 1 was joking about meeting Jenny
McCarthy, and then I really did get to meet her,"' he said.
Shreve said he enjoyed being on the show.
-It's kind of cool to be on a lfhow I watch all the time!' he said.

Pi
Kappa Alpha
congratulates its new initiates!

The Gamma Gamma Pledge Class
Brandon Beardsley
..Justin Beebe
Chris Davidson
Chris Fairchild
Rick Knoght
Floyd Keith
Patrick Kough
Slade Kuykendall
.JoachiiD Lange
Ryan MeVicar
Raul Rivas
Regan Rudolph
Heath Skipworth
Corey Sinith
.N ick Sty czen
Chris ThoiDas
.Jason Thoinpson
Michael WilliaDls

SHAWN SMEE
for

SGA Secretary
JEce (/J ~f!ffce rrcewJli
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Miss MSU crowned during scholarship pageant
BY KATIE THOMAS
STAFF WRIHR

Glittering eyes and a golden smile
were upon the face of Julia Boram as
she was crowned the newest Miss MSU
in the Miss Murray State University
Scholarship Pageant.
As Miss MSU 1996, Boram was given
her new title March 23.
"It was all so dreamlike," Boram said.
"It didn't hit me until the next morning
that I had won-I am Miss MSU."
During Boram's reign, she will serve
as hostess for the University during
campus activities such as Homecoming
and Family Weekend.
"I am really excited about representing Murray State," said Boram. "I love
this kind of thing, like being able to
meet people I would normally not have
the opportunity to meet. rm just going
to be myself and do the best job I know
how to do."
Boram's whole family was present to
see her crowned.
"We are just so proud of her," said
Joan Fox of Marion, Boram's grandmother. "She was just so excited and so
were we."
Boram was sponsored by Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority.
"
The pageant consisted of contestant
introductions, evening gown and on-

Miss MSU Runners-up
First runner-up:
Jennifer Wiles
Junior, Calvert City
Second runner-up:
Chenee Coleman
Junior, Scott Air Force Base, Ill.
Third runner-up:
Deidra Holcomb
Junior, Murray
Fourth runner-up:
Kim Sutton
Junior, Carmi, Ill.
C. D. Bradley/Staff Writer

stage interviews. Each contestant was
judged on stage presence, moral character and grades.
The evening events were hosted by
mistress of ceremonies, Amy Watson,
and master of ceremonies, J. Eddie
Allen.
Watson graduated from Murray State
in 1989. She currently works at WPSDTV in Paducah. Watson is a past contestant of the Miss MSU pageant and
alumnae of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
Allen is also a MSU graduate. He is
currently production manager for
Continent.al Grain Company in Decatur,

131(3 AIJPLt
CA f f

13th

Ala. He served as Student Government
president for three years and was the
1990 Outstanding Senior Man and
1990 Greek Man of the Year. Allen is
an alumnus of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity.
Entertainment for the night included
Trent Bates, Brain Wilmurth, Erica
Rowlett as well as several other university students. Songs performed
ranged from "One Sweet Day," originally sung by Mariah Carey and Boyz
to Men and "Love Me Tender," originally performed by Elvis P resley.
The evening concluded with a farewell
to Christin Quint, 1994 Miss MSU, and
the crowning of the new 19~ Miss
MSU. The runners-up were also named
in the pagean't final moments.
In her farewe11 speech, Quint recalled
the memories she had during her reign
as Miss MSU. She paid special tribute
to her Alpha Gamma Delta sorority sisters for their friendship, sisterhood and
support. She concluded with wishing
each contestant the best of luck in the
pageant and in their life.
Quint also expressed her sincerest
hope that the new Miss MSU would
embrace t~e special times ahead of her.
Quint then passed the crown and
royal tradition of the Miss MSU title to
pageant winner Julia Boram.

Alpha Sigma Alpha

Anniversary

would like to thank
the sisters of A OTI
and the brothers of
ITKA and Al:<l> for an
l'i1~~~
incredible mixer.

Party

Delivery

Pick-up

SAME DAY SERVICE
753·7117 *
ConPius

MSUSUMMER
- - Expanded to 600 courses - What's new about Murray State's Summer '96? Check it out Over 600 undergraduate, graduate and professional courses.
Courses for high school juniors and seniors.
Housing rates as low as $170 (double room) per summer term.
Opportunities to enjoy weekends at the lake with friends.

•
•
contact Murray state unaversaty
Calll (80t)} 272~MSU toll-free or dial 762·
3741 locallv. Admissions Office hou rs are:
Monday- "triday, 8 a.m.· 4:30p.m.

ffyou have been enrolled in a college course,
summer of 1995 or later, call Racer Touch
at (502) 762-3500 beginning April 8.

---------1 Please send information ~--------Admissions Office

P.O. Box 9
Spark~

Hall
State
University
Murr&J, KY 42071

~turray

-..;o11111u

isters o

.......~Saturday,
March 30
641 S. Pur)'ear, TN (901) 247-5798
Come celebrate our anniversary
with us and the band Nightfish!

•
•
•
•

(Top) Brian Wllmuth,
sings to julia Bo ram,
junior from Marion,
while judges ta lly the
vote s during the 26th
annual
Miss
MSU
Scholarship Pa geant .
(Right ce nte r) Newly
crowned Miss MSU julia
Boram poses with h er
co urt, (from left) fourth
runner-up Kim Sutton,
se cond
r unne r-up
Che nee
Co le man,
Boram, first runner-up
j e nnifer W iles, and
third runner-up De idre
Holcomb.

SEND ME THE FOLLOWfl'iG MATERIALS
_ MSU summer cla.,s schedule _ Admission application
_ Undergraduate bulletin _ Graduate bulletin
Name
Add~ss

City

________________________________
State

Phone ~~------
~

Zip ------

DID

You

FORGET?

April 1 is the filing date for
Student Financial Aid
applications for 1996 - 97
requesting
grants (non-repayable)
loans,
and/ or student employment.

Apply Today
Student Financial Aid Office
Sparks Hall- Baseme nt
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Racers nab NFL's at tention
Five to attend pro
combine in Atlanta
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

With the 1996 National Football League Draft
just around the corner, several Murray State
football players are turning heads of pro scouts
from Oakland to Miami.
Seven NFL teams have sent representatives to
MSU to assess the abilities of the 17 Racer
seniors since the end of the gridiron season, and
several have been impressed by the talent level
displayed by MSU players.
The reigning Ohio Valley Conference champions have received looks from the Arizona
Cardinals, the Miami Dolphins, the Dallas
Cowboys, the Minnesota Vikings, the Oakland
Raiders, the Jacksonville Jaguars a~d the former Cleveland Browns within the past few
months.
Head coach Houston Nutt thinks the impact
his players have had in trying to reach the professional ranks hns added further luster to the
program, but has let his troops know about the
uncertainties ahead ..
"We have better athletes and better character
than we did a few years ago, and that's why we
went 11-0," Nutt said. "We have a few players
who can play at the next level, but nothing's
guaranteed, so we're making sure they get their
degree."
Tailback Derrick Cullors, defensive linemen
Ramon Okoli and Emmanuel Duviella, tight end
Xavier Shephard and wide receivers Kwabene

Idlette and Herman Taylor have attracted the
most interest among NFL scouts.
Okoli, a 6'5", 300-pound senior defensive tackle from Little Rock, Ark., caught the eye of
coaches, general managers and scouts at the
NFL combine Feb. 8-12 in Indianapolis because
of his combination of speed and size.
"When I went to the combine, all 30 teams
were excited with the fact that I am 300 pounds
and with the way I can move," said Okoli, who is
likely to be selected in the later rounds of the
NFL Draft April 20-22 in New York. "I'm pretty
sure I'll be drafted after all the feedback I got
when I was invited to the Indy combine."
Six more Racers will try to make' their cases
for a spot with a professional squad at Sunday's
combine in Atlanta.
Duviella, Shephard, defensive end JeffHornak
and linebackers Lamond Dean and Derick
Atchley will be representing MSU at the NFL
combine held on the campus of Georgia Tech.
Scouts from NFL, Canadian Football League
and Arena Football League teams will be in
attendance.
Hornak, a 6'1", 235-pound senior from Grand
Haven, Mich., is looking to showcase his skills
for an arena league team, as he is undersized for
his position compared to established players in
the NFL.
"A lot of teams go for the players who are bigger, faster and stronger, but that doesn't necessarily mean they can play," Hornak said. "I'm
hoping to turn some headS, especially at the
arena {league) level."
A scout from the Tampa Bay Buccaneers was
scheduled to arrive in Murray last week, but the
recent winter storm grounded all air t r affic, forcing the scout to postpone his trip.

Bv BRIAN SMITH
AsSISTANT SPOR~ EDITOR

The Murray State women's
tennis team 9-0 win over
Tennessee State rruesday at
the Bennie Purcell Tennis
Courts was well deserved.
The Lady Racers easily held
court in their home opener

after pulling off the upset
against two-time defending
Ohio Valley Conference champion Tennessee-Martin 5-4
Saturday in Martin, Tenn.
In the UT-Martin contest, the
Lady Racers split the singles
matches 3-3 but came back
strong to take two out of three
in doubles play to win.
Junior DeAnna Carroll won
her fourth straight singles
match and improved her record
to 7-2 at the number three position. Carroll, who had straight-

set victories in her singles and
doubles matches against TSU,
is proud of the team's progress,
as well as her own.
"We've been practicing really
hard as a team on our fundamentals, which is really important," Carroll said. "In my own
play, I think I've been more
consistent and my experience, I
think, is starting to play a big
factor in my game."
Head coach Connie Keasling
is happy with her team's performances and contributes

I have always enjoyed
sports, and part of the appeal
of sports for me has been
experiencing or witnessing
the thrill of victory.
But the ultimate beauty of
participat- .--------..,
ing in ath- SPORTS
letics at
any level TALK
is
when
the com- M ikE
Pet i t

Scott Nanney/Staff

Cornerback William Hampton eyes the runway before his 40yard dash W ednesd ay at St ewart Stadium. The Murray Stat e
football t e am is getting In shape to Impress visiting N FL sco uts
while preparing for $pring p ractice, which opens tomorrow.

their wins to many different
things.
"The first thing is that assistant coaches Andy Poore and
Shannon Mungle have been
helping the players on their
fundamentals and confidence,"
Keasling
said.
"Second,
DeAnna CatTOll h as been playing exceptionally well at the
number three position.
"The third thing is that we
want to defend our honor as the
second-best women's tennis
team in Kentucky this spring."

Up next for MSU is consecutive road matches with
Morehead State and Eastern
Kentucky today and Saturday.
Keasling thinks this weekend
is important for her team as
they near the stretch run
against conference opponents.
"We need to perform well this
weekend against these OVC
teams," Keasling said. "These
teams are very good, and if we
win, our confidence level going
into the OVC Championships is
going to be high."

Brown to star
at NABC game
Third-team All-American
gets respect, r ecogn ition
BY M ANDY W OLF
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Marcus Brown, a 6'3" senior guard from W est Memphis, Ark•• makes a pass during a Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament game. Brown, Murray State's second-highest career score r In schoo l history, will be making passes to top players like Indiana forward Brian Evans when Brown plays for
the West squad at the National Association of BasketbaJI Coache s All-Star Game Sunday.

•
SeSSIOn

costs
MSU,
Walker

MSU serves surprise at Martin
Lady Racers
sweep TSU

Missed

Racer basketball guard
Marcus Brown has a busy
agenda these days, most
recently agreeing to play in the
34th
annual
National
Association of Basketball
Coaches
All-Star
Game
Sunday at Rutgers University
in New Jersey.
Brown, a senior from West
Memphis, Ark., will join fellow
seniors from across the country, teaming up with such top
players as Indiana forward
Brian Evans, Purdue forward
Roy Hairston and Iowa forward/center Russ Millard on
the West team.
"I think it's a privilege to be
able to play," Brown said. "It
shows all the hard work we've
put into the game."
Brown, who will graduate
this year, is being scouted by
several NBA teams, including
the Chicago Bulls. the Indiana
Pacers and the Houston
Rockets. He is projected to be
selected between the 15th and
25th picks in the upcoming
NBA draft.
Brown earned the Ohio
Valley Conference Player of the
Year award and finished as the
nation's second-leading scorer
with an average of 26.4 points
per game. The third-team AllAmerican scored 45 points during a December game against
Washington (Mo.), the highest
total in Division I this season.

" It's hard coming from
a mid-major team to
get the notoriety. You
have to be a major
player.
"
Marcus Brown
Brown is the third Murray
State player to appear in the
NABC game. All-time MSU
leading scorer Jeff Martin participated in 1989, and Popeye
Jones played in 1992.
"It's hard coming from a midmajor team to get the notoriety," Brown said. "You have to
be a major player."
Brown said the majority of
players in the NABC game
have been starters on their
respective teams since their
freshman year, rather than
playing only their junior and
senior years.
The game is scheduled to be
shown at 4:07 p.m. by Prime
Sports, following the NABC
College All-Star Slam Dunk
and Three-Point Challenge at 3
p.m.
Proceeds from the televised
event will go to Coaches vs.
Cancer, a joint effort by the
NABC and the American
Cancer Society.
In last year's NABC game,
the West defeated the East
117-88 in Seattle. The West
leads the $Cries 18-15. winning
four of the Iaiit five contests.

0

rs

0HSTROM

I e a r n '--- - - - - - 1
about life, especially when
they are on the short end of
the scoreboard.
Of course everyone wants
to win, but the most important achievement, of higher
standard than any trophy or
championship ring, is the
ability to accept defeat with
grace and sportsmanship.
Fred Walker displayed
none of those qualities when
he decided not to practice
with the Murray State basketball team in preparation
for the Racers' NIT firstround game March 13 in
Columbia, Mo.
Walker's absence not only
hurt the Racers' chances in
the playoff contest against
Missouri, which the Tigers
won 89-86, but his actions
also
compromised
the
integrity of his teammat~~~ _
coaches, fans and the
University.
The 6'5" senior forward
from Cordelle, Ga. let his
pride get in the way after
MSU missed out on an
NCAA Tournament bid,
although he knew about the
responsibility he had to ful·
fill.
When MSU recruited
Walker and granted him an
athletic scholarship, he was
given the chance to play the
sport he loves and to earn a
college d•~gree. But by skipping out, Walker turned his
back on the very people who
supported him and gave him
the opportunity to be successful.
Walker's decision to miss
practice and his subsequent
dismissal from the team
brings the issue of out-of·
control athletes a little closer
to home.
Professional stars like
Dennis Rodman,
Jerry
Stackhouse, Rod Strickland
and Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf
have all captured headlines
for their behavior in recent
weeks, and many more are
soon to follow.
But where the NBA can
only suspend and fine those
players who fly off the handle, college coaches have to
be more stern with those
who stray from the path.
And although the punishment is more severe. as
Walker may not have fond
recollections of his collegiate
career after this incident, the
actions t.aken by head coach
Mark Gottfried are justifiable and commendable.
The NIT may not have the
glitz and glamour of the
NCAA Tournament, but it is
still an important recruiting
tool in addition to a solid
chance at a postseason title.
And when a team is making
a run at gold, there is no
time for dissident.q on the
bandwagon.
And Walker's unexcused
absence from practice wa.s
the kind of disruption that a
playoff-bound team cannot
afford to tolerate.

l'lbe
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Racers slide
past Martin

'Breds win 6th
over Memphis
BY

Scon

NANNEY

Top 4 seeds win
singles matches;
Hiort wins 12th
straight contest

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Murray State's Thoroughbred baseball team improved its
record to 6-15 on the season with an 8-4 victory over Memphis
Wednesday afternoon in Memphis, Tenn.
Junior pitcher Billy Freytag led the way for the 'Breda by
allowing only one run on four hits while striking out six in six
innings to improve his record to 1-5.
Thoroughbred head coach Mike Thieke said his club did not
have much to show for in the win column, but, at the same time,
has gained some quality wins.
"We don't have a lot of wins at this point," he said. "But we do
have some big wins over some larger schools."
Thieke said the biggest obstacle facing the youthful ' Breds is
their lack of consistency.
"Our problem right now is that we'r e j ust not consistent,"
Thieke said. "We play hard every game, but we don't always
have a good mental effort. We've talked with the club and we're
working to get better at it."
While winning games is important, Thieke said being consis·
tent is a top priority for the team.
"We're thinking this (win) could help us get on a winning
streak," he said. "But what we are more concerned with is how
we play."
J unior catcher Jeremy Quire thinks establishing a team goal
and staying focused on it will help the 'Breds.
"I think that everybody's trying to do too much ," he said.
"Wha t we need to do is stay focused on a team goal. Nobody really knows wha t it is right now."
"This is a n unusual club in that, when they put things together, they can beat anyone in the country," Thieke said. "But it's
just a matter of putting everything together ."

BY C HRIS CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Senior reliever Michael Lewis, a native of Providence. delivers
during the Murray State baseball team's 17-9 loss to Middle
Tennessee State Sunday at Reagan Fie ld.

In a close and heated match
Wednesday at the Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts, t he
Mur ray State men's tennis
team regrouped to dominate
the ~Singles competition against
Tennessee-Martin.
The team lost ground early in
the day, as it dropped the first
three points, losing the doubles
as well as the #5 and #6 singles
matches.
Now trailing 3-0, something
was needed to spark the team
into its winning fashion that
has lead the squad to a 10·5
regular season record. That
spark was ignited by senior
Pontus Hiort.
Hiort continued his winning
ways as he extended his win-

ning streak to 12 in the #1 position with a 7-6, 6-4 win over
UTM's P elle Brunskog. Senior
Brad Hawthorne wrapped up
the overa ll win for MSU when
he defeated Danny Seewald 63, 6-7, 6·4.
Before the day was through,
t he Racers would follow Hiort's
lead and go on to win the top
four singles seeds. The other
top seeds, John Rendina, Chris
Hayden and Hawth orne (#2, 3
and 4, respectively) had a
rougher road to victory. Each
had to go three sets to win.
The Skyhawks' doubles
teams swept the pairs action,
while MSU't> Shane McMillan
and Eric Gressman dropped
their singles matches.
The victory over UTM kept
the Racers undefeated in Ohio
Valley Conference play after ,
t hree head-to-head duels with
conference foes.
Saturday, the team travels to
Morehead State to take on lhe
Eagles before they play a double header against Eastern
Kentucky and Cincinnati
S unday in Richmond.

MSU rolled over at 'Bama, but ready for home cooking
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

It could have been worse, but the
Murray State track and field team
refused to hang up their spikes after
tota ling jus t two points at the
Alabama Relays Friday through
Sunday in Tusca loosa, Ala.
Instead, the Racers plan to put on a
show at the Murray State Invitational
Saturday a t Stewart Stadium, thanks
to some vital lessons learned a t th e
prestigious Alabama meet.
"The Ala bama Relays were a learning experience, and that's why we

went down there," said head coach
Bob Doty. "There were outstanding
personnel there, and our kids did well
compare d to wh at they were up
against."
Charmaine Thomas scored the lone
two tallies for the women's squad, who
placed 22nd a t the Alabama Re lays
(The men's team did not earn any
points in team competition ). T he
senior from St. J ohn's, Antigua captured fifth place in the 800 mete rs
with a time of two minutes and 9.93
seconas.
Thomas is eager to succeed in
MSU's first home meet of the season •

and hopes she can run in front of some
friendly faces in the stands.
"It would mean a lot to me to sec
quite a number of people come out and
watch us," Thomas said. "We are a
young team, but we are a team with
talent, and I would like to see people
watch us because we have a good
ch ance of winning."
The Racers will host Austin Peay
State, Southern Indiana, TennesseeMartin,
Tennessee Tech
and
Vanderbilt in both men's and women's
action.
Other top Lady Racer fmishes at the
Alabama Relays included Dawn

Miller's 14th-place effort in the shot
put, which included a personal-best
throw of 40 feet and nine inches. The
4x400-meter relay team of Felicia
Ford, Phyllis Jackson, Mernette Forde
and Thomas took eighth place in
4:03.38, claiming third in their heat.
For the men, Jason McKinney led
the way with a 3:53.07 run in the
1,500, good enough for 18th place and
t.hc second-best time of his career.
McKinney also anchored the 4x800
rela.Y squad of Brad Mason, Tony
Jonas and Jeremy Sobecki to 13th
place in 7:54.54, the four th-fastest
time in their heat.

Meanwhile, Mike Claycomb and
Kwabene Idlette landed 13th and 15th
place in the javelin with throws of 151'
and 143'6", respectively.
ldlette, a senior from Fort Myers,
Fla., is one of three MSU football players to join the track team. ldlette
enjoys track because although it is
mostly an individua l sport, the performances of his teammates inspire him
to improve.
"What makes (track) special for me
is when everybody else is doing well,"
Idlette said. "When l see everyone else
give a 100-percent effort, it makes me
want to give 110 percent."

is now accepting applications for
• News Editor
• College Life Editor

~**

• Sports Editor
• Viewpoint Editor
• Photography Editor
• Graphics Manager
• Advertising Manager
• Assistant News Editor
• Assistant College Life Editor
• Copy Editor

• Assistant Sports Editor
• Artist and Illustrator
• Staff Writers
• Photographers
• Advertising Production
Manager
• Advertising Sales
• Advertising Production
• Bulletin Board Manager
• On-Line Manager

Positions open for election:

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
SENATORS OF COLLEGES

Applications are available in The Murray State News office
Room 111 Wilson Hall, 762-4468.
They are due no later than noon on April 5.

FOR MSU

OAK

Leslie Larrison

Introducing Kno th's
Bar-B-Q Buf f et
Hickory smoked meats and ho mestyle vegetables
$6.95 to $8.95
OPEN

$1 Off

Knot h's Bar-B-Q Buffet
expires 4/21/96

641 North
759-17 12

Tuesday • Saturday
I I a.m. • 8 p.m.
Sunday
I I a.m. • 3 p.m.

oJEROFQ

Leslie ITietcher
Renah [JShing
Jennifeli rr"urner

GOOD LUC~ TO OUR
fALL "0" LEADERS
Krisa Beane
Crystal johnson
julie Matheny
Kathleen Robinson

Mithelle Ross
Lea RUclaell
Renah Rusning
Amy Varner

We are so proud of you!
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Icy scores reflect
conditions at SIU

WATCH YER STEP, PARTNER

Lady ~acers fmish
9th, Steely shoots
173 to place 30th
B v BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SPOilS EDITOR

•

Scott Nanney/Staff

The action was rough and t umble at the Murray State Intercollegiate Rodeo Show March 2 1-23
at the W e st Kentucky Uvestock Show and Exposition Center, as th is saddle bronc rider quickly
found o ut.

The Murray State women's golf team battled
unseasonably cold weather to finish ninth at the
Saluki Invitational Monday in Carbondale, Til.
The Lady Racers were in eighth place after
Sunday's first round, but high scores on Monday
led to the ninth-place finish. The Lady Racers
shot a 707 (340-367) for the invitational and
were paced by junior Connie Steely, who shot a
173 (81-92) to finish 30th overall and sophomore
Rechelle Cadwell who fired a 177 (86-91) for the
invitational.
"I think my play the first day went very well,

but the second day, the wind was blowing hard,
it was very cold and my scores, as well as every-.
one else's, went up," Steely said. "As a team, I
think we did pretty well, and the second day I
think we showed maturity as a team by not giving up and play.ing through the conditions."
With three top 50 teams at the invitational,
head coach Velvet Milkman was pleased with
her team's performance this week, but contributes the high scores to a lack of practice
because ofbad weather.
"We came off two good placings and our confidence was really high, but since we carne back
from spring break, the weather has been so bad
that we haven't been able to practice and our
scores suffered," Milkman said. "The only problem 1 Raw that we had as a team was that we
dropped from eighth to ninth. We want to move
up during a tournament, not down."
Up next for the Lady Racers is a trip to
Richmond April 6-7 to play in the Eastern
Colonel Classic.

Pi Kappa Alpha cruises in season opener
AGRs struggle
in service game
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State Campus
Recreation schedule jumped
from the intramural basketball
playoffs right into the volley-

By leaping to a 10-0 lead in
ball season, but that did not
seem to effect Pi Kappa Alpha the first set, the Pikes took firm
in their debut against Alpha control of the match as the
Gamma Rho Wednesday in the AGRs scrambled to find the
North Gym of the Carr Health range on their service game.
Alpha Gamma Rho had six serBuilding.
The Pikes took advantage of vice errors in the first set,
their offensive firepower and- including missing on their first
poor serving by the AGRs to three attempts.
claim a 15-3, 15-6 win injulSt 25
Pike team member Jason
Swinny, a sophomore from
minutes of play.

Eddyville, was pleased with
how his teammates performed
despite the limited amount of
time after being used to playing
basketball.
"Basically, we went with
what we had last year because
we basically have the same
players, but we haven't had
much time to practice," said
Swinny, who was instrumental

in setting up the Pike attack
from his setter position.
The second set was more
competitive, as AGR rebounded
to a 3-1 advantage. However,
the Pikes got the runs they
needed to get the victory, scor·
ing the next seven points and
seven of the last eight to close
out the contest.
Shane Smith, a sophomore

from Eddyville) thinks that his
Pike squad has the tools to
have a successful campaign as
long as they improve along the
way.
"We have a couple of good setters and a couple of big guys
who can put the ball away,"
Smith said. "What we need to
work on is communication and
getting the ball to the setter."

Congratulations to

Alliso,n Burgess
Shannon Hodge
& Ma ria Tsataros
APRIL 5, 11am-5pm
At Merv Griffin's Landing
FREE Food, Drinks & Giveaways!

You all looked beautiful in Miss MSU.

ALA love and ours,
Your sisters
I
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ONE FREE ENTRY
PER DAY
THRU MAR. 17
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No purchase necessary, must
be 21. Complete rules at Merv
Griffin's Landing.
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DEAN HALL AND
THE LOOSE EELS
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Drive Away
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Paul
Bunyan
Days
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MSU sororities
would like to
thank

2- 7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 9
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 10
Curris Center Theater
Posit ions open for election:

Available on campu
t
t

753-0819

for a great time at
Derby Days!
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Sports
Notebook

Women's Golf

Track and Field

SALUKIINVITATIONAL
Sunday-Monday in Carbondale, Ill.

ALABAMA RELAYS
Friday-Sunday in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
MSU Individual Results: Women
100-meter Dash- 53. Morn ette Forde, 12.91 ; 61 . Pam Mason, 13.08
200-78. Fordo. 27.21 400-39. Felicia Ford . 1:00.05; 53. Dana Bellair,
1:02.15 800 - 5. Charmaine Thomas, 2:09.93 100-meter hurdles - 26.
Phyllis Jackson, 15.13 400 hurdles - 31 . Jackson, 1:08.18 Long jump
-33. Belfair, 16·6 Shot Put- 14. Dawn Miller, 40-9; 26. Teressa Powell,
36·6 3/4 40o-meter relay • 13. Murray State, 48.87 1,600 relay - 8.
Murray State, 4:00 .99 1,600-meter sprint medley- 8. Murray State,
4:03.38 Triple jump- 21 . Jackson, 34·9 7/10 Discus- 25. Miller, 112·
4; 34. Powell, 103·0
MSU Individual Results - Men
100- 71 K1rk Smith, 11.41 200 - 62. Gregg Ward, 22.89; 77. Anthony
Jett, 23.54 400- 13. Terry Harewood, unattached. 47.52; 44. Jacob
Keown, 50.87; 48. Jell, 51 .28 800-43. Brad Mason, 1:57.95; 45.
Jeremy Sobecki, 1:58.2 1,500- 18. Jason McKinney, 3:53.07 Javelin13. Mike Claycomb, 151 ·0; 15. Kwabene ldlette, 143-6 400 relay - 12.
Murray State, 44.30 1,600 relay- 19. Murray State, 3:26.02 3,200 relay
- 13, Murray State, 7;54.54 Discus- 21. Rodney Smith. 131·2

Women 's Tennis
MURRAY STATE 9, TENNESSEE STATE 0
Tuesday at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts

MSU Individual Results: Connie Steely, 173 (81·92); Rochelle
Cadwell, 1n (86·91); Mikki Mcleary, 180 (84·96): Melanie Kopperud,
183 (89·94); Brandi Stevenson, 183 (93·90)

Sports Calendar
I

TODAY
Men's Golf· Kentucky Intercollegiate in Lexington
Men's Tennis - MSU vs. Morehead State at 2:30 p.m. in Morehead
Rodeo - Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College Intercollegiate Rodeo
Show in Trtton, Ga.
Women's Tennis - MSU vs. Morehead State at 3 p.m. 1n Morehead

SATURDAY
Baseball - MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky (2) at noon in Richmond
Men's Golf • Kentucky Intercollegiate in Lexington
Men's Tennis - MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky at 9 a.m.; vs. Cincinnati at
2:30 p.m. in Richmond
Rodeo • Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College Intercollegiate Rodeo
Show in Tifton, Ga.
Track and Field - Murray State Invitational at 11 a.m. at Stewart
Stadium
Women's Tennis- MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky at 10 a.m. in Richmond

SUNDAY
Bftseball - MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky at 1 p.m. in Richmond
Rodeo - Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College Intercollegiate Rodeo
Show in Tifton, Ga.

No. 1 singles: Renea Cates d. Charlotte Scott 6·3, 6-3; No. 2 singles: Martha Zimmer d. Shelloe Brooks 6·0, 6·0; No. 3 singles:
DeAnna Carroll d. Samantha Williams 6·0, 6-0; No. 4 singles: Brooke
Berryman d. Ch1anta Vaughn 6·0, 6·1, No.5 singles: Amy Gemmill d
Samara Williamson 6· 1, 6-0; No. 6 singles: Angela Brooks d. Cheryl
Luckett 6-2. 6-0, No. 7 singles: Jennifer Jones d. Nicole Kearney 6·1.
6·0
No. 1 doubles: Zimmer/Berryman d. Scott/Brooks 8· 1; No. 2 doubles: Cates/Carroll d."Samantha WilliamsonNaughn 8-0; No.3 doubles: Gemmiii/Jenniler Jones d. Samara Witliamson/Luckett 8·0

TUESDAY
Baseball - Southern Indiana vs. MSU at 3 p.m. at Reagan Field

WEDNESDAY
Baseball • Ar1<ansas-Little Rock vs. MSU at 2:30 p.m. at Reagan Field
Women's Tennis - Southeast Missouri State vs. MSU at 2:30 p.m. at
the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts
Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor

Dawn Miller and Greg Ury have been named Racers
of the Week.
Miller, a junior from Moline, Ill., threw a personal·best
of 40 feet and nine inches to take I 4th place in the shot
put at the Alabama Relays Friday through Sunday in
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Miller also took team honors in the discus, finishing in 25th place with a mark of I 12'4".
Ury, a junior from Tunnil Hill, Ill., qualified for the short
round of the team roping competition with two different
partners at the Murray State Intercollegiate Rodeo Show
March 21-23 at the West Kentuc~y Livestock Show and
Exposition Center. With Joe Thomas, Ury finished third in
the short round while qualifying in the second position after
the long round with teammate Chad Payne.
The 1995 Ohio Valley Conference champion Murray
State football team has scheduled its annual Blue-Gold
scrimmage for April 19 at Stewart Stadium.
The game will culminate the spring practice session,
which opens its IS-day schedule today. Pads can be worn
for I 0 of the maximum 15 work days allowed by the

NCAA.
The Racers return flve starters on offense and seven on
defense. led by Division 1-AA All-American cornerback
William Hampton and AII-OVC quarterback Mike Cherry.

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS
CARPE DIEM. SIEZE THE DAYI
1995-96 Offlcart: Thanka for all
your hard work and dedication thla
past year. Wa love you! Love, your
alatera In AOfl ..
Congratulation• Jennifer langford
and Megan Kelly for a great Job.with
Mlsa MSU. Love, your alatara In
AOII
D.O. Thank you for a wonderful
year. I look forward to many more
with you by my aide. llova you I L.P.
~

you guyel Come out to lli.'a
Play-a-thon, to ralaa money for
RPMI Tonight, 6 p .m.· 6 a.m . at tha
't' Houaal •
Vote H..ther Hawklna SGA Sac.-.
tary

fJK!\ did you have a good time at
our mixer??? Wa dldl • the 1latera
of Ar~.

Congratulation• Brooke 0 . on your
engagement. Good Luck! • your
slatera of ArA.

nizatfon can raise up to $1000 by
earning a whopping $5.00/VIS.\
application. Call 1-80Q.932-o526 ext.
65. Oualilled callers recleve FREE
T-SHIRT.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIII
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS AVAIL·
ABLE! BILLIONS OF $$$ IN PRI·
VATE FUNDING. QUALIFY IMMEDI·
ATELY. 1 688 AID-2-HELP ( 1 800
243·2435)
Mudball applications are available
In the currie Center and the fifth
floor of Sparka. The application•
ere due April 12 at 4:30 on the fifth
floor of Sparks. Mudballla Aprll19.

Hey Alpha Slg'a • Tonight Ia going
to ba awe1omal Saa you all at
retreat. Mizpah!
To our alatera of AtA • Thanka ao
much for all of your love and aup·
port throughout tha Mtaa MSU
pageant. Wa love you! Lovaln Al:A,
Marla, Shannon, and Alllaon.
Party paaau or Greek ID't required
for all malu for admittance to
tonight'a party.

PAGEANT: Wanteit glrta agee 3-19
for Mlaa Kentucky Coed Teen, P.-.
Teen. Princess PageenL Application or brochure, call 800-484-92&2,
axt. 8705 $10,000 In ptlzea awarded

WOLFF TANNING BEDS, MONTl:GO
BAY • Home a commen:fal unlta.
Factory dlnlc:t. Financing available.
110 days aama aa c:aah. Unlta 111art
u low .. S1CI8. CaiiiiQ0,247-4301.

BUSINESS
OWN YOUR OWN • Apparel, bridal,
wuternwear. ahoe or cryataVgift
atore. Includes Inventory, fixtures,
buying trip, training, more. Mini·
mum Investment $16,900.00. Call
Paul at Liberty Faahlona. 502-327·
8031.
MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5°4 down,
refinancing, equity loan. Free aell·
era package, land and home loana.
Green Tree Financial, 800-895·1900.
Natlon'a leading mobile home
tender.

FOR SALE
Six Disc Alpine changer (car) $250,
atao new Epiphone acoustic guitar.
C811762·6159 or 762·2579.

Good Luck In SGA election Derek!
Walova you!

WATERBED-Queen alze with head·
board heater and one sheet aet
$50.00. Call Evln 759-1237.

FREE T·SHIRT + $1000 · Credit card
fundralaara for lraternlttea, aororl·
Ilea and groupe. Any campus orga·

$555 POOLS POOLS S555 • FI'H
aaaembly on n - 19x31 family pool
during earlY bird apeolal. Includes
deck, filter, llnet, h..tlng device and
moral 100% financing. IOG-14112725.
AAA POOLS • New '95 poole draaU.
cally reduced for clearance aalel
For aX8mpla 19'1131' 0.0. pool with
aundeck, fence & filter only S988
oompletel 100%. flnenctng. Hurry!
Call Sua at 800·75t40581 Limited
areal

U ttla ADPI • D-Pi'1: get ready for
SISTERHOOD on Saturday April
1311 PATAU

NOTICE

TANNING BEDS • Wolff and Sun·
maatet. Factory direct to public.
Eliminate middle man. Saw hundrada. Money back guarantee.
Home or com mercial. Eaay pay·
menta. Free catalog. 800-Keep-A·
Tan or 800·533-728~

MARRIED WOMEN - Contestants
wanted for Mrs. Kentucky Amerl<:ae
pageanl For .free infotmalion, call
60()-688-8413. You must ask for
Judy.

Thanka to lX coachea . Wa had a
bl eat at Derbyl • the aiatera of Ar~.
To AtA Derby coachea· Thanka for
leading ua to another winning
Derby! How about a 3-peat? We •
you, Slatera of AtA

842·1305.

WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home. Buy direct and eave! Commercial and home unite from
$199.00. Low monthly payments.
Free color catalog . Call today 8()().

PRESSURE CLEANERS PSI 1150$99, 2000-$399 • Honda contractor
35()().$999, 4000.11399, complete,
factory direct, lo"at pric:aa guaranteed, catalog, 24 houra, 80Q.333.
9274.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS · Buy facto.
ry direct and aava. Realden tlal ,
commercial, financing. SonnenBraune, Inc. 800-829-6533.
COOKWARE SET · 17 place waterIeee, graaaalaaa, 7-ply au rglcal
ateel conatructlonl Retell $1,400.00,
now $399.001 Fraa $250.00 fabulout
Franciacen bone china eat! ~mber
BBBI Warranty! 800-434-4628.

Llbefty Medical Supply. 800-782·
8028 mention 12038.

mile, full benaflta. Bulldera Trana·
port 800-822·2189, axt. D-6.

MOBILE HOME REPOS FOR SALE •
Slngl " and dou blaa. Financing
available. Clean, leta model homaa.
Graen Tree Financial Corporation of
Kentucky. 6011-223-1010, 600.221·
8204.

~IVERS,

._.E BARKLEY, KY • Final clotaou\ tale. Seve thouaanda on balutf.o
ful lau aec:eaa property. 1· to 8 ac.
from 15,900. Hurry, M lllng f utl
They'll be gone by Sprlngl Call
today 100-1511-1323, ext 1087.

HELP WANTED
Hiring: Red Croaa Certified Llfe~~~. Pick up e~lcat~at~

fllurr-r Country Club or call 7591010 . ,.., 4:30 p.m. for Information.
Are you a hard worbr, but your
summer job doea not pay? Come
check ua out! Average profit for
aummar SS,643. For Information call
717-o317.

DRIVERS • $36,000+ yearly, up to
~ a mile, be home every 9-12
daya, 1rae mec:t~. dental, mi.-.
ment. S1000 tarp, SSOO aafety
bonus. Alllgnad tlllctora. Homady
Truck Line 800-848-96&4.
DRIVERS • Solo or teams, $2000.00
algn-on . Top taama earn 1104,000+,
top trelnera aam 70k+, maJor beneflta, motel & deadhead pay.
Covenant Tranaport 800-441-43114.
Students c:.~ll 800-3384428.
AVON, $7·$1 5 A HOUR • Start up
hotllne 1-800-SELL·AVON (80-100%
by telephone). Local trai ning and
aupport. We will teach you to make
money! ll'a aaayl Independent
Salee Representative 800-73S.S286.

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE • S,OOOt
alzea. 30x40x10, $4,835; 40x60x14,
$8,819;
50X60X12,
$9,512;
50x100x16, $15,870; 60xl0x14,
$14,290; 80x100x18, $17,819. Quail·
ty, aarvlca and aJCcellance. Free
bfochurea. Sentinel Bulldlngt, 800327.0790.

DRIVERS· CXIPFT Roberaon need~
experlancad OTR drivers for van or
flatbed. Start up to 29 cents per
mile. No forced to NY City. Muat be
23. C.IIII00-473·5581.

FREE CATALOG· Tha flneat aelec·
tlon of quality glfta at truly alfordable prlcH. b&H Gift World, New
London, Iowa, opan 9 a.m. • 7 p.m.,
Mon.-sat., 800-511·51110.

OWNER, OPERATORS WANTED •
We olfer 79c per mila after 6
montha, loeded or empty. Why be
away from home constantly? Contact: Janel! Tripp, lntaratate

DIABETICS! • Old you know
medicare covers diabetic auppllaa.
Take advantage of your medicate
beneflta for diabetic aupplla. Call

EXPERIENCED DRNERS • New pay
acale, premium convantionala,
vana, flats, dedicated, up to 32' per

Expraaa, 800-732-4554.

OTR • PTL, PICK THE
LEADER! Drlva for a company who
caraa about lt'a drlvera. Taama &
alnglee, no northeaat, home lima,
no touch freight, min. 23, 1 year,
OTR, COL wiHazmat, Paachall
Truck Linea, 800-Ma-()4()5. EEO.
EPES HAULING - A flat bed compa·
ny naecla axperlancacj drlvara. Epea
Hauling otfara: Flatbed training ,
great pay, 114 and 95 conventional
tractora, atop off, tarp pay, aatety
and performance bona, medical and
dental lnaurance, vacation and holiday pay, 401K plan, satellite communication. Call 800-248~537 or
800-221 -9620 for Information on a
contpany thet c -. Company drl·
vera and o - operatOfa needed.
DRIVERS WANT£0: • Midwest
regional and dedicated opportunities available. Home weekly, 1at day
health lnauranca, full benefit package, 95% conventional fleet. Wem«
Entarpn..a, 800-348·2818.
ATTN : EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRI·
VERS TO OWN! • SO down and 78c
all mllaa. Owneral'!lp J)(aaible In 18
montha. Avg. 10,000+ mllaa a
month. Company drlvera: newer
equipment. Compatltlva pay and
benefltl. Call: New Apple Linea 800843-8303 or 600·843-3384, Madlaon,
SO. Mon-Frl 8-6 pm central. Calli
COMMUNITY REP • Aaxlbht houra,
free training. Greet people In your
oommunlty, repraMnt bualneaaea,
make money and enjoy. Call 502781·7829. Welcome Wagon lnt'l,lnc.
EOE
DRIVERS, SINGLES OR TEAMS •
010 leaae program. No money
down. Muat meet DOT requirement.
Lata model walk-ln. Call Arctic
Expreaa 800·927·0431.
OUTSIDE SALE PEOPLE NEEDED •
$350 baae aalary plua overrldH.
Many arau needed now. 60o-&24·
8135.

SERVICES
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT • OldFaahioned Wedding, Smoky Moun·
tsin near Gatlinburg, overlooking
river, horae-drawn carriage, cablna,
jacuzzi, ordained mfnlatera. No teat
or welting. Heartland 800-448-8697
(VOWS)

more
weeks

GET MARRIED - Smoky Mountaina,
elegant new white chapel. Lovely
gazebo, affordable pricH, Chriatlan
aervices, complete arrangementa.
honeymoon cablna, jacuula and
llreplacea. No testl or waiting. 800893-n74.
ELEGANT SMOKY MOUNTAIN
WEDDINGS • Seven yeara axperf.
ence, plan your apeclal day with ua.
Beautiful whlta chapel, ordained
ministers, no blood teat or waiting,
• honeymoon lodging" Plgeonforge
800-408-asn. Gatlinburg, 800-2586797.
ATTENTION • Get married In tha
Smoky Mountaina. Weddlnga atart
at $99.00. We otter everything from
tha tux to the limo. No waiting,
ordslnad minister. 8Q0.619-3397.

until
~F INALS

MYRTLE BEACH OCEANFRONT
RESORT:· Spring from : $55 dal!y to
$266 weekly. Centrally located.
Indoor
and
outdoor
poola,
whirlpools, aaunaa, atrium, tennis,
playground, gamerooma. Sale1: 2
bedroom · $65,000. 600·238·1181 .
" ROMANTIC GATLINBURG • Full
service waddlnga and renewala.
Flowara, professional photography,
video, limousine, lodging. No blood
tut or waiting. Ordained mlnlatera.
Call Evergreen Wedding Chapel.
8Q0.46.4-3401."
" ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT WEDDINGS• • Smoley Mountalna,
ordained ministers, elegant chapel,
photographa, florala, v•deoa, recaptiona, honeymoon cabins, llreplacea,
secluded,
kltchena,
Jacuzzis, special packagea, no walt·
lng or blood test. Gatlinburg, Tan·
nessee 800-933·7464 or 800-WED
RING.

SALES MANAGER • capable of
building and running outalde aalea
force. Must be aalf-atartar, self·
motivated, energetic paraon who
anjoya maki ng money meeting people. Greet opportunity. Call Mr. Bur--!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii!iii5!!illllllo.
nett, 800-624"135.
....

APRIL
RATES (Arat 20 W o rds)
W1th MSU ID: 15e per word Without MSU ID: 20e per word
O ver 20 Words
With MSU ID: 1Oe per word Without MSU ID: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE!

M=c CisliFIED
NEWS
AD POLICY
Deadline ........ Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday- Friday 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed on weekends and holidays

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
C laasltled a Department, The Murray State News

2609 Un1vers1ty Station, Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
OR bring 11 to Wilson Hall Am. 111

JUDICIAL BOARD
MEETING
I
I

.m.

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOfl RENT
FOfl SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST& FOUND
j'IIOES
MISC.

NOltCE

FooL's
DAY IS

Aprll l

JULIE B O RAM
Miss MSU
Deid ra Holcomb
*Third Runner-up*
Kelley Webb
*Most Photogenic*

Missi Markham

Monday, April
1
•
Tennessee Room Curris Center

*Miss

Congenia~ity*

We are so proud of you!
Love, your sisters
in AOn

lt6

The Murray State News

NEWS
embraced each other.

SUPPORT

"It was very good to see the
Continued from Page 1
other Greeks out in support of
Derek Somerville, sophomore us," said Robert Blaisdell,
from Murray and president of junior from Paducah and presiInter-fraternity Council, also dent of Alpha Sigma Phi. "This
spoke on behalf of Alpha Sigma is a Greek issue now. We will
all consider this a sla p in the
Phi's.
"Th e Greeks believe in com- face. We are really grateful for
mitting - we believe in doing all the great support."
what is good," Somerville said.
"I came tonight to support
"Alpha Sigma Phi is committed Alpha Sigma Phi and every fraand will continue to do well on ternity," said Eric McKinney,
our campus."
junior from Louisville and a
Somerville said two other fra- member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternities even expressed will- ternity. "'We (Greeks) do so
ingness to allow Alpha Sigma much for this community and
Phi to use their social facilities the community doesn't realize
as long as needed.
that. rm appalled by the deciJ eremy McKeel, junior from sion tonight."
Murray, a nd Sean Edmonson,
Brum Kassing, senior from
j unior from Goreville, Ill., both
Murray,
represented Sigma
spoke in support as representaChi
fraternity
as well as the
tives of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraStudent
Government
ternity.
Association.
Kassing
is SGA
Mter the board's decision,
president
as
well
as
a
member
the faces of the brothers of
:Alpha Sigma Phi and other of the Board of Regents.
Greek associations said it all "I really applaud Alpha
Sigma Phi for their efforts," he
complete disbelief.
Tears streamed down some said. "It is really unfortunate of
8tudents' faces, while others the possible message sent to all
just hung their heads and Greeks tonight."

GRADING
Continued from Page 1

"I think students didn't like it
because they realized at least
some of the GPA's would go
down," Babcock said. "It's been
demonstrated
that
when

schools go to this plus/minus
system from the system that
we had, GPA's in general go
down."
While pursuit of a new grading system has been dropped
by the committee, Babcock said
the issue could resurface in the
future.

ZONING
9ontinued from Page 1

their views of fraternity living,
and why they felt the request
should be denied again.
"I'm not thrilled about 16
guys living next .door ," Amanda
Green said. "I walk by with my
baby and see guys drUUting
beer a nd proba bly getting in
their cars a nd driving."
Robert Blaisdell, Alpha
Sigma Phi president, and
junior from Paducah asked t he
board and the community to
"'suspend your prejudices and
predispositions" about fraternities and its way of life.
Alpha Sigma Phi was denied
its original proposal on Feb. 21.
Don Robert..'!on, vice president of student affairs, spoke
on the positives to being affili-

OPINION
Continued from Page 1

said that s he had talked to people at other schools who had
done similar programs, and it
had been very successful at
other schools.
"We had over 700 people participate, and we were very
pleased," Hall said.

March 29. 1996

atcd to the Greek system.
"The best way to keep the
students on and attached to
campus is to affiliate with a
Greek organization," Robertson
said. "We as a University support the Greek system. We
have to guard against the
stereotypes."
But many disagreed.
"We a re trying to protect the
quality of life a nd the integrity
of th is neighborhood," said
Gordon Loberger, who does not
live in the vicinity of the house.
One of the many issues about
the property in question was
the depreciation of property
values after Alpha Sigma Phi
moved into t he house.
"Nobody is naive enough to
believe that buying this house
will make their (the citizen's)
property
greater,"
said

Loberger, who is also a professor of English at MSU.
Radke opposed this position
in saying there would be no
change in the appearance of
the property and all the renovation would only appreciate
its value.
"Would your parents want to
live next to a fraternity?" was a
question raised by Eric
Schmeckpeper , 1314 Poplar St.
"Briggs & Stratton is good for
Murray, but I don't want to live
next door to Briggs & Stratton,"
said Mark Welch, 1322 Main
St.
"I was disappointed that they
don't have the advantage of liv·
ing in a nice house," MSU
President Kern Alexander said.
"I think there is a mispercep·
tion of what frate rnities are
today. Some of the finest young

scholars in America are in our
fraternities and sororities. We
a re proud of them and we think
they are good neighbors."
"I live directly across the
street from two fraternity houses and I have never been awakened or disturbed by the noise
coming from the fraternity
houses," he said. " I don't think
t he vote of thal board is a measure of the value this community places on this University."
Reactions were mixed after
the vote, and Radke was quick
to speak against the decision.
"You (the board) have bluntly
said you want us here to shop,
you want us here as students,
but you don't want us here to
live next to you,'' he said. ''We ·
will go on, Alpha Sigma Phi
will go on , and we will find a
home ... where we aro wanted."

Several students responded
positively to the program.
Kim Scott, sophomore from
East Prarie, Mo., thought the
program was a good idea. She
thought that the residential
college system was the biggest
issue, and she was against it. ''I
don't think it is a very good
idea," Scott said. "I think they
should leave it alone."

Bubba Rust, SGA elections
ways and means chairperson
and a graduate student from
Russelville, said about eight
percent of the campus participated, "which is actually pretty
good in a one-day survey.''
"Without a doubt, residential
colleges are the biggest issue
right now," Rust said. "I think a
lot of students still don't under-

stand it.
"I think they'~e getting better
informed and better information about it, but they s till have
a lot of concerns about it:• Rust ·
added.
Rust said that SGA is planning a similar program in the
fall, and probably once a semester from that point on.
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Eyecare Savings!
Soft contacts, exam, follow-up care,
cleaning kit, and sunglasses

This space could
be yours!

$99

Call 762-4478

Dally*
Wear

$119

Extended
Wear*

* clear, spherical, Ocular Science brand
No other discounts apply

EyeCare

Visit us online!
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Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.
Murray 759 - 2500

Mi:NEW§JJ([i;IHJJl
Produced by Murray State University's swdent newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by 1be Mwray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

·Beane
in Miss MSU!

Farmers Farmacy
1304-J Chestnut St.
759-2248

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800-455-I6o8

# 7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.

~
~ J1u t I Block f rom MSU Dorms!!!
Monday - Saturday I 0 a.m. - 6 p.m.
753-0113
.........

szoo Off

SJDO Off
Any Compact Disct Any Cassette Taper
ctarlon

Your #/#/1L.,INE.

_. ' - '

'

Expires April 12

Car Stereo -Custom Installation
Coupon good towards purchase of regular pnced merch311di~e only, noi
valid in combination with any other specials, discounts or offers.

Seniors
Consider This

~ ~

1.

Only 9 percent of the workforce hold
advanced degrees.
2.
Bu t they account for 36 percent of the
p ositions paying more than $ 100,000
per year!
Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself a
better opportunity for:
1.
2.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remain s
with you throughout your careers.
I

I

kitchen & home
The ch arming yellow cottage at

408 S. 12th St. in Murray
753-0545

Independent O.S Presidential Candidate

CHARLES COLLINS

Just.for
sen1ors
Are you looking for a job
that pays well? Here are the
fac ts. Only nine percent of
the work force hold advanced
degrees (masters and above).
But those people hold 36 percent
$100,000 per year.
If the amount of money you can earn makes a

Will be
speaking at

MSO
2 p.m.
Wednes.d ay;
April 3
Curris Center
Ballroom

difference to you, consider staying in college. An
advanced degree can make a big difference in your
future earning power.
To find out more about graduate study at Murray
State Unh·ersity, contact your advisor.

The m edia has ignored him, but the students
of MSU have not. Find out why he is still a
strong contender with true solutions to the vast
problems that ail our nation.

Call 762-3779

Join the Orass Roots Revolution!
" Taking America back to the People in 1996."

Do it for your future.

(sponsored by MSU Independents)

